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1 Last Tear
 
look through my eyes
deep into my soul
what you shall see
is
a
dark
empty
hole
 
listen closely for my voice
for words you will not hear
the only sound left
is
the
falling
of
1
last tear
 
search for me
i cannot hide
for you see
i
have
died
 
sandy nobody
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1 Red Rose
 
she dug a hole
planted some seeds
kept them watered
picked away the weeds
 
soon in time
they started to grow
to her surprise
she had a whole row
 
she loved her bushes
they grew beautiful and green
admired by all
for miles they could be seen
 
one day
she fell sick
no more water
no weeds were picked
 
when she didnt come anymore
the bushes knew
that something was wrong
but they knew what to do
 
they grew bigger and bigger
stretching for a mile
they had to find her
to just see her smile
 
one day they stopped growing
they reached this place
knew she was there
just couldnt see her face
 
one small flower grew
among the miles of green
one beautiful red rose
was to be seen
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a symbol of their love
for which they had saved
one red rose
they placed upon her grave
 
sandy nobody
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1 Wish
 
if i had 1 wish
i'd wish for you
for you to love
me too
 
if i had 1 dream
it would be with you
for you to dream of
me too
 
if i had only 1 day
i'd spend it with you
all alone,
just us two
 
i had 1 day
i spent with you
 
i had 1 dream
was all about you
 
i have 1 heart
which i gave to you
 
and
 
you broke it
in two
 
my wishes and dreams
never come true
so it seems
i'm wasting my time with you
 
sandy nobody
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10 Arrows
 
you shot your arrows
into my heart
thought was love
turned out not
 
the first arrow made me fall
the second went thru me to the wall
 
the third arrow cut me in half
the forth made you laugh
 
the fifth arrow drained my blood
the sixth took all it could
 
the seventh arrow cut like a knife
the eighth took my life
 
the nineth took my soul
the tenth was your goal
 
your arrows killed me
took everything they could
nothing left now to get
or you would
 
sandy nobody
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1000 Miles
 
i drove a thousand miles
to visit you
we spent the day together
just us two
 
i wanted you to see
that i really care for you
i wanted you to feel
the love i have for you
 
when was time for me to go
you wanted me to stay
i didnt want to leave
you watched as i drove away
 
i thought the day was special
hoped you felt the same
but now i feel it was
all just another game
 
sandy nobody
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A Child Is Sleeping
 
tonight a child is sleeping
too many people are weeping
when they heard her screaming
did they think she was dreaming
 
when she had marks and bruises
why did they just turn their noses
could they not see her tears
or did they hide behind their fears
 
why could they never see
or was she, not meant to be
tonight she sleeps in a cold dark grave
because no one cared enough to save
 
sandy nobody
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A Drink And A Smoke
 
drink beer
fire a joint
so whats
your point?
 
all alone
you see
no 1 here
to bother me
 
relax and enjoy
a smoke and a drink
so quietly now
i can think
 
sandy nobody
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A Friend Like You(I Wish I Didnt Know)
 
one of the hardest things
i will ever do
is saying my goodbye
to you
 
youve been there for me
all these years
held my hand as i fought
back tears
 
you were the best friend
i ever had
you stayed beside me
kept me glad
 
together we went everywhere
just us two
now i have to go it alone
without you
 
now my friend, you will
be missed
and maybe for a few days
ill be pissed
 
but its time for this to
all end
time to part our ways
my friend
 
i was weak and you
were stronger
but i dont need you
any longer
 
but after i saw what you
have done
i dont want to be part of
what you call fun
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i saw you kill my dad
my mother too
was hell what you put
them through
 
you showed no mercy
wouldnt let go
so God stepped in
took their souls
 
iv made my mind up
you have to go
a friend like you i wish
i didnt know
 
sandy nobody
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A Long Ride
 
driving along an open road
nowhere special to go
nothing but fields on my left and right
not another car in sight
the sun is shining bright
dont think i'll go home tonight
wind blowing thru my hair
i really dont care
got a cd on
all my thoughts are gone
i love a long ride
with or without anyone by my side
sometimes i'll come to a small town
stop for lunch and look around
and if im tired and its late
i'll stay the night my drive can wait
i'll meet new people there
hear the stories they like to share
then when i ready and done
i'm in my car and gone
probably never again to pass thru
my memories will have to do
 
sandy nobody
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A Love Poem(Sorta)
 
when will i write a love poem?
iv been asked
guess i can draw upon feelings
from my past
 
but seems like everyone
writes those
so i'll try to write one
here it goes
 
i loved you
a long time ago
but its over now
dont you know
 
well not exactly a love poem
so ill try again
this time maybe i can write one
but isnt love a sin?
 
if not
maybe
it should be
 
ok
trying once more
but love poems
seem like a bore
 
anyway
i might get it done today
so here is my love poem
and what i have to say
 
Violets are blue
Roses are red
I'll love you
Only after your dead!
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sandy nobody
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A Night Of You
 
punched in the head
brains on the floor
but not physically dead
cant take much more
 
kicked in the face
blood everywhere
got to leave this place
but go where
 
bodys all broken
no spirit left
words are spoken
minds adrift
 
why live this way
leavings not always easy
as they might say
starting to feel queasy
 
laying there thinking
will tomarrow come
feeling hope sinking
whys it easier for some
 
drifting in and out
now quiet all around
wanting to shout
but dont make a sound
 
the sun finally rises
made it through
a night of bad suprises
a night of you
 
sandy nobody
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A Shattered Life
 
these last few months
i could feel you growing inside
felt you beneath my heart
was so full of pride
 
i had hopes for you
dreams too
was so happy
couldnt wait to meet you
 
i went to the doctor
had all the tests
was doing all things right
what i thought best
 
then the pains and bleeding started
this was unbelievable
this shouldnt be happening
its unconcievable
 
if i could hold you in my arms
for just one day
just a few minutes
before they took you away
 
why did this happen
what had i done wrong
why now
why this long
 
when i lost you
what was left of my heart
was shattered
from you too, now i was torn apart
nothing else mattered
 
i left the hospital
went back home
fell into my bed
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crying alone
 
soon i will be holding you
for all eternity
then my heart
shall find serenity
 
sandy nobody
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A Weeping Heart
 
like rain falling
from the dark grey sky
a weeping heart
can only cry
 
like a candle
without a flame
a weeping heart
can never be the same
 
like a flower
without any petals
a weeping heart
never settles
 
like a life
without any love
a weeping heart
is never free like a dove
 
a weeping heart
shall never mend
death
is the only end
 
sandy nobody
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All I Did Was Love You
 
the blood is flowing down my chest
straight from my heart
soon my body will be completely empty
from which i shall depart
 
i gave all i had to give to you
which you gladly took
iv nothing left for you or anyone
feelings of which i mistook
 
i'll not regret my feelings for you
to which i freely gave
please remember i loved you
when i'm alone in my grave
 
your words to me were very cruel
they didnt have to be
you broke my heart that night
cant  or wont you see
 
your words cut into my heart
just like a knife
you said you loved me
but i ruined your life
 
as i sit here my heart bleeding
not knowing what else to do
please remember
i'll always love you
 
sandy nobody
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All I Want Is You
 
all i want is you
noone else will ever do
i just want you
to want me too
 
ill give all to you
make your wishes come true
if only you would
want me too
 
forever ill love you
my heart belongs only to you
if you could love me back
as much as i love you
 
sandy nobody
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An Empty Heart
 
an empty heart, doesnt care
an empty heart has, no love to share
 
an empty heart, is a lonely one
an empty heart, is like a stone
 
an empty heart, has no compassion
an empty heart, cannot get satisfaction
 
an empty heart, cannot cry
an empty heart, might as well die
 
an empty heart, is so sad
my hearts not empty,
and im glad
 
sandy nobody
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Answers
 
i will be here
you will be there
 
they want the best
others can rest
 
some will worry
others are in a hurry
 
dont be afraid
tomarrows a new day
 
some will get by
others will die
 
these are the answers to my poem called questions
 
sandy nobody
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Are Words Free
 
they say we can write
as we wish
then why do somewritings vanish
are our words free
or are they controlled
why are some hidden
others untold
watch what you write
some get upset
theyll try shut you up
with a threat
are words free
what about thoughts
they want to control them too
Just a thought
 
sandy nobody
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Back And Forth
 
i held you close
you ran far away from me
i let you go
you kept coming back to me
 
why?
 
i gave you love
you ran far away from me
i gave you hate
you came back to me
 
why?
 
you said you loved me
i stayed with you
you said you wanted me
i waited for you
 
why?
 
i gave you love
you pushed me away
so i left
you came back today
 
why?
 
sandy nobody
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Beginnings And Endings
 
there are beginnings
so there must be endings
there are words to be said
words circling inside my head
 
there are feelings deep inside
feelings i can not hide
there are pains in my heart
pains no pills can make depart
 
there is no one to take your place
when i dream, its of your face
there is no one i will ever trust
building a wall now, i must
this wall i shall hide behind
 
my body, my heart and my mind
i shall never trust to love again
im afraid now of how it will end
so now that theres an ending
its time for a new beginning
 
sandy nobody
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Between Nightmares And Madness
 
when will i ever wake up
from this nightmare
it is daytime
i see the suns bright glare
 
i feel as it's all a bad dream
but i'm awake
i want to run away
i want to escape
 
my body can't take much more
there's too much sadness
soon my mind
will be driven to madness
 
how much can one person handle
i'm in total despair
i need time
time for my mind and body to repair
 
life is not perfect and easy
nor do i expect it to be
but it should'nt be this hard
do you not see
 
please help me wake up
from this nightmare of mine
i can't take any more
no, not this time
 
sandy nobody
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Beware Of The Player
 
beware of the player
he will break your heart
take all your feelings
rip you apart
 
he comes to you
pretends he cares
he talks so sweetly
so please beware
 
he will do anything
to get his fix
truth and lies
to him really mix
 
he has no conscious
your hearts a game
when hes through with you
you will never be the same
 
he will keep your heart
tied to his chain
he wont let go ever
your tears will flow like rain
 
if you complain to him
that he treats you badly
he will say it's your fault
im telling you sadly
 
SO PLEASE
 
beware of the player
he will break your heart
take all your feelings
rip you apart
 
sandy nobody
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Broken Down
 
i couldnt do it any longer
i thought that i was stronger
you broke me down
now i drown
 
i can not go on anymore
i was just your wh*re
you broke me down
you cant be found
 
i lost my will and my strength
you went to any length
you broke  me down
then you left town
 
sandy nobody
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Chain Of Hate
 
if you hate someone
then they will win
keep on hurting you
over and over again
 
hate is a chain
upon your soul
controlled by them
they wont let go
 
if you forgive someone
then you will be free
free from them
for all eternity
 
only forgiveness
can break the chain
but never forget so
you dont make the mistake again
 
sandy nobody
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Chains Of Love
 
chains of love
comes with a price
you must be prepared
to sacrafice
 
chains of love
are made with trust
handle with care
you must
 
chains of love
are like a fine wine
they get better
with time
 
chains of love
have many links
if not cared for
will be gone in a blink
 
chains of love
should not be broken
giving your heart
is not an easy token
 
sandy nobody
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Cheaters
 
cheaters are liars
cheaters are thieves
they are here to use
they are here to decieve
 
cheaters play games
cheaters are lame
they are abusers
i can tell you some names
 
cheaters have no concious
cheaters dont care
they are selfish
they arent fair
 
cheaters destroy people
cheaters ruin lives
for a moment of pleasure
they need to survive
 
cheaters are losers
cheaters are greedy
they are attention wh*res
they pretend they arent needy
 
cheaters get caught
cheaters accept no blame
its someone elses fault
they are all the same
 
cheaters deny
cheaters cry
i hate cheaters
they should all f*cking die
 
 
you know who you are!
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sandy nobody
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Cheers! ! ! !
 
good-bad
happy-sad
laugh-mad
have-had
 
hmm
 
rich-poor
sleep-snore
three-four
interesting-bore
 
try again
 
yes-no
stay-go
dumb-know
so
 
whatever
who cares
i need another beer
 
CHEEERS! ! ! ! !
 
sandy nobody
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Circus Of Love
 
welcome to the circus of love
step right up and join in
first walk thru the funhouse
thats where it all begins
 
next you must try a few games
theres something for everyone
the losers must start again
the winners get to move on
 
welcome to the circus of love
come inside see the acts
just sit back, relax and watch
if you like, check the facts
 
we have it all, in this circus of love
we have the clowns and jugglers
the animals, tightrope walkers
stunts, freaks, players and smugglers
 
welcome to the circus of love
if you lose dont get discouraged
come back, try again
keep up the courage
 
sandy nobody
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Cold Dark Room
 
i sit alone
in this cold dark room
no windows
no doors
icy cold air
i sit alone
in this cold dark room
 
i live alone
in this cold dark room
no family
no friends
no life to share
i live alone
in this cold dark room
 
i stay alone
in this cold dark room
no voices
no sounds
no one does care
i stay alone
in this cold dark room
 
i sit alone
in this cold dark room
no way out
no way in
but i dont care
i sit alone
in this cold dark room
 
i live alone
in this cold dark room
 in my mind
in my world
i dont want to share
i stay alone
in this cold dark room
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i stay alone
in this cold dark room
because
it's easier that way
 
sandy nobody
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Cold Dead Heart
 
a cold dead heart
you do have
is it in one piece
or cut in half
 
is it life
like red
or black
like dead
 
does blood flow
through your veins
or just ice cold water
like winter rains
 
a cold dead heart
cut in two
how do you live
with what you do
 
sandy nobody
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Colors Of Me
 
i write in pink
color of my love
 
i write in grey
color of my age
 
i write in red
color of my blood
 
i write in black
color of my death
 
i write in blue
color of my soul
 
sandy nobody
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Come Into My World
 
come into my world
and you shall see
what my life is like
what it is to be like me
 
come join my nightmare
of demons and ghosts
my life you think is so easy
i'll be your host
 
come think my thoughts
cry my tears
take on my pain
of all these years
 
come be me
for just one day
then we will see
what you have to say
 
life is not easy
but i make it through
and so can
YOU
 
sandy nobody
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Come Sit With Me
 
come sit by my side
on a grassy hill
come talk to me
if you will
 
put your arm around me
ill lay my head on your shoulder
keep each other warm
cause its getting colder
 
come sit quietly and listen
to the noises of the night
come sit with me waiting
for the morning light
 
come sit with me
watch the sunrise
watch the colors
in the morning skies
 
sandy nobody
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Crazy
 
try to sleep
as lie here in my bed
not long after
screams fill my head
 
taking the pillow
covering my face
tossing and turning
cant get out of this place
 
im suffocating
my heart starts to pound
breathing becomes harder
i cant make a sound
 
all the words
all of the screams
come back to haunt me
inside my dreams
 
all the blame, all the names
all the accusations
keep going through my mind
iv lost all sensations
 
im falling deeper and deeper
i feel im going mad
im losing my mind
what little i had
 
im suffocating
memories become hazy
mind is now gone
now i am crazy
 
sandy nobody
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Cries In The Night
 
i wake from my sleep
to the sound of your cries
run to your bed
open my eyes
 
but your bed is empty
your not there
i start too look for you
everywhere
 
i hear your cries
but i cannot find you
starting to feel panicked
what do i do
 
then my mind remembers
as i wake from this nightmare
you are gone now
and im the only 1 who cared
 
i do this every night
i go to your bed
looking for you
then realizing your dead
 
sandy nobody
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Cruel Words
 
i sit here late at night
all alone in my  room
i stare into the darkness
with a feeling of doom
 
i sit and think
of what went wrong
as i sit and i think
this night is sooo long
 
i wonder if
and how can i fix this
if you still love me
is it me you miss
 
when you told me i ruined
your life
your words cut my heart
like a knife
 
you said i hurt you
you told me i was bad
i asked you how
no answer you had
 
i hurt so much
i hate myself so
i feel so used
and like a ho
 
you said you always
would love me
always with me you
wanted to be
 
i did anything for you
everything you wanted
i gave it all to you
it was me you said you wanted
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i gave you my heart
my body my soul
you said you were  happy
enjoyed me so
 
you took everything
i had to give
at times now im not sure
i want to live
 
your last words
to me
cut my heart
you see
 
its not that you left me
or even why
its cause your words
made me cry
 
your words were mean
and very cruel
you shouldve said the truth
not a lie
 
i wasnt perfect
i know
i told you
i would go
 
you said you gave up
a lot to be with me
but what you dont
see
 
is what i gave up
for you
 
iv lost a lot too
 
but if i ruined your life
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as you say
you sure didnt look
like it today
 
your with your others
i see
i hope they make
you happy
 
i hope noone ever hurts you
you see
or plays games with your heart
like you did me
 
sandy nobody
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Cut Me Up
 
shoot my brains out
so i can no longer think
 
cut out my tongue
so i cannot speak
 
cut off my hands
so i can no longer write
 
poke out my eyes
so i cannot see
 
cut off my ears
so i no longer hear
 
cut off my feet
so i cannot walk
 
cut out my heart
so i never can love
 
cut me into pieces
throw me away
thats what you do to me
everyday
 
sandy nobody
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Dance, My Little Puppets
 
dance, my little puppets
dance for me
dance, my little puppets
and you shall see
 
dance, my little puppets
the truth you seek
dance, my little puppets
the truth i will speak
 
dance, my little puppets
set your soul free
dance, my little puppets
dance for me
 
dance, my little puppets
the truth you find
dance, my little puppets
do not hide
 
dance, my little puppets
dance for me
dance, my little puppets
truth is a lie, cant you see
 
dance, my little puppets
dance for me
dance, my little puppets
dance to see
 
dance, my little puppets
start to begin
dance, my little puppets
this is the end
 
sandy nobody
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Death At My Door
 
late at night
a knock on the door
slowly getting out of bed
walking across the floor
 
opening the door
and there he stood
in his long black robe
knew inside, he was no good
 
he reached out his hands
pushed me back
walked inside
he was the man in black
 
looked straight into his eyes
no words he spoke
felt his hands upon my throat
as he squeezed, i started to choke
 
i felt the sweat upon his palms
dripping down my back
he had complete control
this man in black
 
i could feel his breath
as he leaned close to my face
staring into his cold icy glare
my heart was beginning to race
 
he squeezed tighter and tighter
i could not breathe
i choked harder and harder
would soon there be a relief?
 
slowly losing conscientousness
overwhelmed with fear
i could not speak
nor shed a tear
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he had this awful stench
i recognized as i took my last breath
this man in black
is the Man of Death
 
i heard that evil laugh
as my body lay lemp upon the floor
i knew then
i let death walk through my door
 
sandy nobody
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Death Threats
 
death threats
do you think i really care
make all you want
im sooo scared
 
NOT
 
youre not the first
you wont be the last
iv had plenty
threats in the past
 
LOL
 
death threats
make all you wish
im laughing at you
youre just pissed
 
roflmao
 
oh im soo scared
so you think
ill lose no sleep
not a wink
 
zzzzz
 
youre so tough
go away
you bore me
you big old baby
 
waaaa
 
come on take care of me
do you need my address
im sitting here waiting
for your fat ass
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roflmfao
 
i am still alive
im waiting right here
now i think
i need a beer
 
hiccup
 
so when you coming?
i dare you!
 
sandy nobody
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Demon Games
 
when the darkness falls
the insanity begins
demons come out to play
games of evil sins
 
looking for innocents
to cast their spell
standing in the shadows
patiently they dwell
 
waiting quietly in the dark
is their profession
driving victims into madness
is their obsession
 
the game of insanity
leaving the innocent broken
empty, hurt, dying
to the demon, is just a token
 
sandy nobody
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Demons Inside
 
demons live
they are deep inside
will never leave
for you cannot hide
 
demons destroy
its their will
you cant fight them
with a pill
 
demons eat
they want your soul
eat your mind
they must control
 
demons rule
your heart they steal
ruin your body
til you no longer feel
 
demons are evil
so please beware
they live deep inside us
they are everywhere
 
some demons are strong
others are weak
some people can fight them
others just freak
 
sandy nobody
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Demons Of A 14 Year Old
 
the demons are taking over
my child
they are making her thoughts
go wild
 
the urges she tries so hard
to resist
hurt, cut, kill her self
they insist
 
she fights them off for now
she's strong
but soon she might not tell
right from wrong
 
she's so young for these demons
taking over her mind
she feels it's only a matter
of time
 
she has doctors, friends, me
to help her cope
but the demons tell her
to give up hope
 
they say their way is the only way
to make them go
she tries not to listen to them
it's hard she knows
 
shes pretty, smart has lots
of close friends
calls me on the phone, till
the feelings end
 
i see her getting weaker
everyday
soon im afraid the demons
will get their way
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what will happen if one day
i cant be there
when the demons come back
will anyone else care
 
sandy nobody
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Destroyed
 
why do we destroy the 1 we love
why does the 1 who loves us
destroys us?
 
sandy nobody
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Devil At My Door
 
theres a devil at my door
he wants to come in
he stands there and knocks
waiting for me to invite him in
 
i wont open the door
the knocking gets louder
soon he starts banging
harder and harder
 
he starts yelling
screaming for me to open
this door i dont dare
ever open again
 
soon it gets quiet
i think he might have left
but then he says calmly
for you i've a gift
 
he speaks in a quiet tone
please open this door
please let me come in
i will give you so much more
 
i know he has tricks
so the door i wont open
he keeps on talking
making promises again
 
if i opened this door up
invited him in
he will steal my soul
abuse me over again
 
my mind he will take over
my body he will drain
taking from me all he can
leaving me lying in pain
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theres a devil at my door
waiting to come in
he can stand there forever
cause ill never let him in
 
sandy nobody
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Disease
 
waking up in so much pain
just to breathe can be a strain
 
every joint in my body's stiff
all energy it takes just my head to lift
 
my legs, my feet down to my toes
my fingers, my neck, even my nose
 
sometimes waking up i now dread
takes 4 hours just to get out of bed
 
living with this awful disease
can someone find a cure soon, please
 
sandy nobody
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Do I Want You Back?
 
you made me beg you
you made me cry
you hurt me badly
i wanted to die
 
do i want you back?
 
you lied to me
you made me feel dumb
you dissed me
now all i feel is numb
 
do i want you back?
 
you used me
you took my trust
you played me
i will go on, i must
 
do i want you back?
 
you broke my heart
but now i have forgiven you
time to move on
time to find someone new
 
do i want you back?
 
sandy nobody
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Do You Want Me
 
How am i you asked
the pm wanted to know
i'll tell you
i'm really kinda low
 
i got up this morn
running kinda late
had to hurry
things couldnt wait
 
i'm so tired
getting too old
i feel so sick
im freezing cold
 
my bones are getting brittle
my hairs turning grey
putting on weight
what more can i say
 
iv pains all over
every joint i have aches
my skin is saggy
my teeth fake
 
cant go to far
might have to use a bathoom
i cant cook or clean
mop or use a broom
 
my mind is going
cant remember things
like who you are
'whats that thing with wings'
 
see you wouldnt want me
im way too old
kids took over
so my house was sold
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im old and broke
havent any money
but if you still insist
i'll be your honey
 
hmmm
where did you go?
dont you want me now
now that you know?
 
sandy nobody
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Dont Blame Me
 
dont blame me, blame the drugs
dont touch me, i dont want your hugs
keep your kisses, for whoevers new
come near me, ill destroy on you
dont call me, your a lying jerk
your game, will no longer work
 
sandy nobody
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Dont Judge Them
 
take a chance
know a person first
dont judge them
or think the worst
 
learn who they are
why they think a certain way
dont judge them
for what they might say
 
listen to what they say
look at what they do
dont judge them
if they are different from you
 
take a chance
get to know someone
dont judge them
or you may pass on a good one
 
sandy nobody
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Dont Say You Love Me
 
dont say you love me
you know its not true
if you did love me
i would feel it from you
 
please dont play
with words like that
its not fair
to say that
 
you know you dont love me
not  really
saying it without feelings
to me is silly
 
dont say you love me
i know its not true
if you did, you wouldnt hurt me
like you do
 
if you love me
then why arent you here
or are you hiding
something there
 
if you loved me
you would call
not make up lies
or stall
 
dont say you love me
we will be together
cause you know
it wont happen, ever
 
if you loved me
like you say
you wouldnt act like
you want me to go away
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you wouldnt act like
i bother you
or ignore me
like you do
 
so dont say you love me
its just a big lie
deep inside
you probably wish i'd die
 
if you loved me
you would be happy to see me
you would want to
spend your time with me
 
dont say you love me
we both know its not true
saying you love me
please dont do
 
sandy nobody
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Dont Tell Me
 
dont tell me you love me
we both know, its not true
maybe you've tried
or you think you do
 
but your actions towards me
show you dont
i can accept the fact that
you don't, can't or won't
 
your words of love
all seem hollow
i know it's bit a hard
to swallow
 
you are wasting your time
what little you have left
i am wasting my time
what little i have left
 
we need to both move on
its something we must do
please don't tell me you love me
cause it's not true
 
sandy nobody
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Dream  Ghosts
 
the ghosts of long ago
come to me in my sleep
i hear their voices
memories i try not to keep
 
i see the shadows
in my dreams
i know its not real
not what it seems
 
the ghosts, use my mind
to haunt
they use my memories
to taunt
 
i hear their laughter
their evil screams
all their games
are in my dreams
 
they laugh, they yell
they fight
they stay in my head
all night
 
they steal my breath away
iv nowhere to hide
im paralyzed with fear
feeling like i just died
 
a sudden noise
makes them leave
then i wake up
i can breathe
 
i wished the ghosts
would disappear
so i could sleep
without any fear
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sandy nobody
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Dying Breath
 
my heart is racing
my breathing shallow
my heart was cut out
now im hollow
 
my blood dripping
from my wrists
life is too sad
so many twists
 
with my dying breath
to you i will say
please forgive me
it has to end this way
 
before my soul
leaves my earthly body
please remember me
even though i was nobody
 
i lived in torment
way too long
im not perfect
iv done a lot of wrong
 
as i drift into this
unconsciousness state
it was you i loved
never did i hate
 
you hated me
you said i was evil
called me names
said i worship the devil
 
with my last breath
i wish you well
im going now
to burn in hell
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sandy nobody
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Empty Shell
 
a shell of a person
who once was
life was sucked out
just because
 
a person who
trusted so easily
was made a toy
of someones fantasy
 
a empty shell
life no more
just turned into
someones whore
 
a person who
gave love unconditionally
got nothing in return
but treated cruelly
 
a empty shell
a person crying
hurting badly
inside dying
 
a person who
will never again be
full of life
or set free
 
a empty shell
is just a body
no life, no soul
can be anybody
 
sandy nobody
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Empty Words
 
i watch as you speak
i listen carefully
hanging on every word
attentively
 
i love your voice
you speak with charm
your words seem innocent
make me feel warm
 
your words my heart
did touch
why i fell in love with you
so much
 
but your actions and words
are not the same
your actions are like cold
your words like a flame
 
your actions make your words
empty and hollow
words without feelings behind them
bring only sorrow
 
empty words are nothing
but lies
you probably wont understand this
but, thats no suprise
 
sandy nobody
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Endless Chatter
 
endless chatter
about nothing much
it doesnt matter
about such and such
 
mindless talk
about nothing important
just take a walk
listen to someone rant
 
all this is so boring
dont you see and hear
away i am snoring
right over here
 
all this strife
i dont want or need
so get a life
leave me be
 
sandy nobody
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Everyday
 
it was a vicious attack
thats what they say
a man was beaten badly
and left for dead today
 
it was a vicious attack
thats what they said
a baby was cut from the womb
the mother left for dead
 
it was a vicious attack
thats what they say
suicide bombers killed
more soldiers today
 
it was vicious attack
thats what they said
kids came to school with guns
shot their classmates dead
 
it was a vicious attack
thats what they say
a man rapes and kills
a woman today
 
it was a vicious attack
thats what they said
a dog chewed a baby up
till he was dead
 
vicious attacks occurring
everyday
are humans worse than animals
not sure what to say
 
sandy nobody
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Evil Demons
 
deep sleep
almost dead
evil demons
come into my head
 
my thoughts
they steal
in my dreams
they seem so real
 
drive you mad
make you insane
why must they play
this evil game
 
hear them
screaming
is this for real
or am i dreaming
 
sandy nobody
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Fake Feelings
 
dont buy me flowers
when i die
dont pretend you cared
dont pretend to cry
 
dont remember me
when im dead
remember all the lies
that you said
 
keep it all to yourself
your fake pity
you did nothing but
treat me shitty
 
if you cant love me
when im alive
dont pretend you do
after i die
 
sandy nobody
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Falling Tears
 
falling tears
hitting the ground
soon a lake appears
without making a sound
having no fears
laying down
i drown
 
sandy nobody
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Feast Of The Beast
 
there was a knock at my door
i thought was a friend
so i opened it wide
and let him in
 
i welcomed him in
filled his thirst
fed his hunger
then me he cursed
 
he ate my body
he drank my blood
sucked out my life
as much as he could
 
he chewed me up
spit me out
my life was another
for his sick count
 
as i lay there dying
he reached for my chest
ripped out my heart
its what he does best
 
my heart in his hands
his icey cold stare
he played with me so
he did not care
 
it is what he came for
the beast
was to steal my heart
it was his feast
 
sandy nobody
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Feel My Pain
 
feel my pain
its all thats left of me
see my pain
when you look at me
 
tears like rain
alone now, kicked aside
all but the pain
my life is slowly drained
 
im dying inside
nothing left in this body
nothing more to hide
im dying a nobody
 
sandy nobody
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Feeling Fat
 
it's hard on me
putting this weight on
i thought when it got warm
the extra weight would be gone
 
i put a few pounds on
in the winter, like most
i tried diets, exercising
eating nothing but toast
 
still nothing helps
i keep on growing
with no end in sight
to its slowing
 
when it first started
i was a size four
after two months
i cant get thru a door
 
these next few months
it'll only get worse
soon i'll be
bigger than a horse
 
i'll get so big
i'll wobble when i walk
then to me
guys wont bother to talk
 
i get thru this fat time
alone
cause to me, he doesnt
answer his phone
 
sandy nobody
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Feelings
 
lost
empty inside
cannot see
blind
 
running
can not hide
i am dead
inside
 
deaf
can not hear
crying
shed no tear
 
love
now a fear
trust
no more here
 
alone
only me
for you
will not see
 
sandy nobody
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Foggy Dream
 
i had a dream last night
the same one i had before
so many times now
the first time i was twenty-four
 
i remember this dream so vividly
it was so real it seemed
if i had never woke up
i wouldnt have known it was just a dream
 
its late at night
driving a lonely old road
im all alone
not sure where to go
 
the musics playing
i hear the same song everytime
the weathers nice and cool
so must be springtime
 
then i drive into a fog
i see lights coming at me
the car passes by
i drive awhile longer, just me
 
the fog gets thicker
soon hard to see the street
thats when i look
lights are coming straight at me
 
then i see the glass
coming straight at my face
im paralyzed
i cant get out of this place
 
my head bounces like a ball
into the steering wheel
iv no contol
pain i dont feel
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im laying there stareing
i cant move
bloods running down my head
hoping help comes soon
 
i lay there for hours
it seems
i hear the voices
the screams
 
thats all i ever remember
i wake up then
iv had this same dream
again and again
 
sandy nobody
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For My Friends
 
THIS IS FOR MY FRIENDS
YOU ARE THE BEST
I LOVE YOU ALL
HOPE IM NOT TOO MUCH A PEST
 
YOU ARE THERE FOR ME A LOT
GOOD TIMES, BAD TIMES TOO
I JUST WISH FOR THAT I
COULD REPAY IT BACK TO YOU
 
SOMETIMES YOU VE SAT AND WE TALKED
WHEN I WAS FEELING SAD
YOU NEVER LEFT ME
TIL YOU MADE ME GLAD
 
THERE WERE TIMES WE TALKED
AND LAUGHED A LOT
SOMETIMES OUR TALKS GOT
KINDA HOT
 
I WANTED THE WORLD TO
KNOW AND SEE
WHAT GOOD FRIENDS YOU HAVE
BEEN TO ME
 
I HOPE THE BEST FOR
ALL OF YOU
AND I LOVE YOU ALL
TOO
 
sandy nobody
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For My Mom
 
i remember when i was small
the stories you told us
the hugs and laughs we had
the rides you took us on the bus
 
then as i got a little older
things started changing
you had more kids
so prioritys needed rearranging
 
i know life for you was hard
being poor with lots of kids
no time to yourself
tears that you hid
 
the anger inside you
took your spirit away
i still feel bad for you
even till this day
 
i know that you are gone now
i wished we had been friends
i always loved you
even until the end
 
you were my mom
nothing can ever change that
i really wouldnt want it too
no matter what
 
i just wished you knew
that i did care for you
a million times i tried
to tell you too
 
i hope you rest in peace
no hurting or pain
i hope you can love me
when i see you again
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sandy nobody
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For You
 
JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW
I'V DECIDED TO GO
I WONT BOTHER YOU ANYMORE
YOU ARE A WHORE
YOU PLAYED ME WELL
AND I FELL
YOU TOLD ME ALL YOUR LIES
SO THIS IS  MY GOODBYE
SO GO PLAY AND HAVE YOUR FUN
CAUSE WHEN ALL IS DONE
I WONT BE THERE
LIKE YOU REALLY CARE
YOU KEEP YOUR MARRIED WOMEN
YOU KEEP YOUR CAMMIN
THATS ALL YOU WILL EVER GET
LOSERS LIKE YOU FORGET
MOST OF US LIKE REAL
WE LIKE THE FEEL
ALL YOU WANT IS FAKE
CAUSE REAL YOU CANT MAKE
SO KEEP YOUR PRETEND
ALL THE WAY TIL THE END
THATS THE WAY YOU AND YOUR HO
LIKES TO GO
WAIT TILL HER HUBBY FINDS OUT
AND WITHOUT A DOUBT
SOONER OR LATER HE WILL KNOW
THEN OUT  YOU WILL GO
CAUSE SHES JUST PLAYING YOU
THE WAY YOU PLAYED ME TOO
PEOPLE LIKE THE TWO OF YOU
HAVE TO HAVE  FAKE
CAUSE REAL WONT DO
SO YOU KEEP YOUR FAKE LIVES
MESS WITH OTHER GUYS WIVES
PLAY ALL YOUR LITTLE GAMES
YOUR JUST SO FUCKING LAME
HIDE BEHIND A WEBCAM
DAMN
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YOU TWO LOSERS DESERVE EACH OTHER
I HOPE ONE DAY YOU GET TOGETHER
 
PS
 
 
HOPE YOU TOLD HER ABOUT ME
I'V PROOF YOU SEE
IN A FEW MONTHS YOU WILL KNOW
AND THEN SHE WILL GO
 
BUT DONT WORRY
I WANT NOTHING FROM YOU
 
sandy nobody
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Forever Lost
 
i looked for you today
at the place we used to play
 
as i waited for you to come
i started daydreaming of long ago fun
 
here we used to pick our favorite flowers
the minutes soon turned into hours
 
i thought i saw you near the tree
i waved to you, but you turned away from me
 
i heard your voice call out my name
'come play with me, come play a game'
 
you walked away, i started to follow
then you disappeared and i felt so hollow
 
i screamed for you, the people stared
falling to my knees, i did not care
 
crying, begging for your return
inside my heart i felt the awful burn
 
you were gone, never to be found
but i still look for you on the playground
 
looking in the past, the future tossed
you shall always be
forever lost
 
sandy nobody
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Fun With A Pm
 
was bored one night
surfing the net
checked out some chats
see if entertainment i could get
 
checking out rooms
most people seem really nice
listening to music and talk
then i got a pm, had to think twice
 
i answer it back
seemed like a nice young man
he asked how i was
if i was a real woman
 
i said im real
i think
sent him a smile
then a wink
 
he asked asl
i rolled my eyes
told him
old, yes, its a suprise
 
he was like twenty five
to young for me
i told him goodbye
leave me be
 
he wouldnt go
says he likes older women
i said good
i liked older men
 
he wanted a picture or a cam
asked what i had on
what i looked like
i decided to have some fun
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i told him besides being old
i weighed quit a bit
i have no teeth
hold on, i have to spit
 
i have eight kids
by eight different men
you want to be a daddy
come on over then
 
hold on a minute
i'll be right back
need to grab another beer
give that fly a wack
 
i asked if he has a good job
what do you do
i cant work, i need my rest
he might need to work two
 
he suddenly told me
he needed to go
was nice meeting me
soooooo
 
i kept sending him messages
he wouldnt answer back
so i went got that beer
gave that fly a wack
 
lmao
 
sandy nobody
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Giving Up
 
i cant make you like me
no matter how hard i try
i cant make you want me
even if i cry
 
i cant make you want me
no matter how hard i try
i cant make you be with me
even if i cry
 
i cant make you need me
no matter what i do
i cant make you love me
like i love you
 
i cant make you do anything
you dont want to do
so thats why
im giving up on you!
 
sandy nobody
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Go Home
 
i wanted you in my world
i liked you in my life
but theres one issue
you have a wife
 
so you need to go
leave me alone
go to your family
go back home
 
i didnt know at first
you just lied
go back home
leave with pride
 
you lied to them
you lied to me
you lied to youself
go away, let it be
 
we can never be together
now i dont want to
you lied so much
i dont want you
 
go home to your family
they need you
theres nothing left to say
nothing left to do
 
so goodbye
 
sandy nobody
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God's Curse (Pt.1)
 
marriage is a prison
from which theres no escape
there is no door
windows are covered by drapes
 
marriage is a hell
living with a devil for all eternity
nothing but darkness
cannot  find quiet serenity
 
marriage steals your life
takes away your soul
kills your spirit
buries you in a deep dark hole
 
marriage is Gods curse
its worse than living
compared to this thing called marriage
death is more forgiving
 
sandy nobody
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God's Curse (Pt.2)
 
marriage is God's punishment
to suffer thru this life
so we may want to die
than be someones wife
 
marriage makes two as one
no wonder its suffocating
two as one
cannot be done
 
before you tell me im wrong
rush to my judgement
iv already felt Gods
wrath and punishment
 
i was married to him
for many years
felt more than enough pain
way to many tears
 
sandy nobody
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Good Old Days
 
people always talk about
the good old days
things were so perfect
they say
 
they say those days were great
but when were they
i want days like that
perfect days, i say
 
i want perfect days too
days with no pain
no hurt, no hate
no blame
 
i want good old days
days filled with careing
love, peace
sharing
 
can someone please tell me
when these days were
are these days real
or memories just a blur
 
sandy nobody
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Goodbye Hugs
 
once upon a time
my heart belonged to you
i gave you all my love
you said you loved me too
 
we talked and laughed
had a lot of fun
you told me
i was the only one
 
you told me
you only wanted me
was you and me forever
you said you loved me
 
we were talking
on day
you seemed so distant
like faraway
 
not long after that
i was soon to discover
why
it was you had another
 
i was so hurt
things werent the same
was hard to find out
i was just a game
 
so i asked you to go
leave me alone
you wouldnt
you called me on the phone
 
you said you loved me
i just didnt understand
you wanted to be with me
so we made a plan
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we got together
we had fun, was nice
after that night
we talked maybe twice
 
a couple weeks later
you called on me
told me you we moving in
with someone other than me
 
you said cruel things like
being with me was a bad mistake
i ruined your life
called me names, like mean and flake
 
i sat there
not knowing what to say
why suddenly you hated me
why are you talking this way
 
to hear those words from you
was like a knife to my heart
cutting it into pieces
ripping it apart
 
so i left
didnt bother you anymore
a week later you called
at four am one morn
 
told me you loved me still
was me you missed
i didnt know what to say
i shouldve been pissed
 
i wasnt though
i missed you too
i still wanted you
i loved you too
 
every now and then
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you call on me still
making promises
you wont fulfill
 
you still say you love me
i dont believe it
this is one game
i just dont get
 
i played your game unknowingly
and i lost
was lucky i guess
was just my heart it cost
 
im moving on
going to meet someone new
someone who loves me
unlike you
 
someone who likes me
that i can trust
someone who wants me
not just lust
 
someone who doesnt play
these games of yours
someones who's heart is open
not a closed door
 
someone who wants my love
my attention
not a life full of
fiction
 
i hope life will be kind to you
i wish you no harm
i hope you find what you are looking for
heres Hugs to keep you warm
 
sandy nobody
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Goodbye, My Friend
 
the time to go has come
this is goodbye my friend
it was nice to know you
my time here has come to an end
 
please dont forget me
as i wont ever you
but time to go away
is something i must do
 
iv places to go
people to meet
some maybe far
others up the street
 
im going back home now
from which i came
iv spent been many years away
but it almost looks the same
 
i shouldve went back long ago
so much time has passed
things are different now
and i cannot change the past
 
maybe one day we shall
meet again
but now its time to say
goodbye my friend
 
sandy nobody
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Goodbye...
 
you are leaving soon
we may never speak again
so i write for you
cause you were my friend
 
soon you shall be gone
moving to faraway places
new life, new friends
lots of new faces
 
i know we would argue
caused you much strife
but i hope the best for you
with your new life
 
we talked almost nightly
all these years
most of the time happy
some with tears
 
i will miss you
ill think of you often
maybe 1 day
your heart will soften
 
photos are all i have left
and memories of the beach
now you are gone
far away, out of reach
 
you were my friend
i still have so much to say
but theres no time left
so i put it this way
 
maybe you will read this
before you go
if you do
i just want you to know
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i really do love you
 
sandy nobody
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He Does Not Care
 
i gave up a lot for someone..
he does know how much..
but he doesnt care..
 
i gave him all i could..
he accepted it...
but he took it and ran away..
 
he doesnt care
 
but when you love someone
you give to them..
you give up things for them
and i made a lot of sacrifices..
so many it has cost me almost everything
 
but he doesnt care
 
why would i do that
cause i loved him...
im not sorry for loving him
 
he doesnt care
 
im sorry because..
it was all part of his fantasy
his game...
 
and i was too dumb to see it
til it was too late
 
he doesnt care
 
now iv no trust
afraid of everything..
afraid of everyone..
 
he doesnt care
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yes i love him still
 
but
 
he
 
does
 
NOT
 
care
 
about me
 
sandy nobody
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Hiccup
 
i need to warn you
im trying something new
going to write
after having a few
 
dont know what ill write
the words will just come
hope this is good
when i am done
 
had too much wine
a few beers too
now going to write'
or try too
 
what will i write
dont really know
but im going to try
so here i go
 
glad i think i got
something called spellchecker
i hope it works
ill try to remember
 
but if i dont
please forgive me
im writing
after having a few
 
hiccccup
 
sandy nobody
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Hidden Secrets
 
hidden secrets
you are not supposed to tell
hidden secrets
get over them, dont dwell
 
hidden secrets
cause embarrassment
hidden secrets
will produce judgement
 
hidden secrets
you can not control
hidden secrets
torment the soul
 
hidden secrets
you are to blame
hidden secrets
you live in shame
 
hidden secrets
you live a lie
hidden secrets
want you to die
 
hidden secrets
make you a slave
hidden secrets
take to your grave
 
sandy nobody
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Hidden Truths
 
hidden truths
deceptive lies
coming from you
not a surprise
 
feelings of love
was all a game
life now
is not the same
 
deep insecurity
lost trust
dead inside now
is a must
 
broken heart
shall never mend
life is over
this is the end
 
sandy nobody
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Homeless
 
poor people are around us
some close their eyes
turn their backs on them
act suprise
 
young or old
poor and homeless
no meds or doctors
are their lives useless
 
some are drug addicts
some mentally ill
others down on luck
any hope for them still
 
most do not see them
they are still here
dying alone
does anyone care
 
sandy nobody
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Hoping
 
i sit and write my feelings out
hoping you will see
hoping that one day you will
understand me
 
i put my feelings into words
hoping you will see
hoping that you will someday
want me
 
i pour out my heart out
hoping you will see
hoping that one day you will
love me
 
sandy nobody
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House Of Cold
 
as i walked in
i felt a chill in the air
i had this feeling
just to get out of there
 
instead of leaving
i decided to stay
my curiosity was
getting to me that day
 
many people
lived in this old house
lots of children
a husband and his spouse
 
as i walked
from room to room
deep inside
i felt a sense of doom
 
i watched
as the children play
they seemed
happy and laughing away
 
i saw the dad
he stood quietly nearby
just watching
as his children started to cry
 
hearing the childrens screams
i turned around to see
then that horrible
feeling overwhelmed me
 
i know why now
this house was so cold
cause of her
she needed control
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she allowed no love
no feelings, no laughter
if kids were caught
a beating came after
 
she was cold as ice
she had no heart
she was dead inside
of her, i wanted no part
 
but
i really did love her
for she was
My Mother
 
sandy nobody
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How Can I Believe You
 
how can i believe you
believe what you say
you come to me
with a new lie almost everyday
 
you said your sorry
i wish i could believe
but i dont
all you've done to me is decieve
 
i trusted you
tell me the truth
PLEASE
i gave you my love
and you MAYBE gave me this awful
disease
 
i soon will know
if my bodys okay
but then there's my heart
you broke today
 
you said your sorry
but you werent sincere
you tell me this
then leave me alone in fear
 
you wouldnt tell me in person
or even over the phone
just a message
i thought you were grown
 
at first you didnt even say sorry
was like you were bragging
how can you be like that
knowing that im hurting
 
you called me names
saying words that are mean
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made me the bad person
trying to make your concious clean
 
if i have this disease
that i caught from you
i will still love and
forgive you
 
this was written i found out im safe
 
sandy nobody
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How Can I Love You
 
how can i love you
these are words that you said
i never loved you
words now stuck inside my head
 
why say them now
for three years you lead me to believe
the opposite was true
now i feel so deeply decieved
 
how could i love you
your words cutting like a knife
ripping apart my heart
scars from you ill carry for life
 
sandy nobody
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How Could You
 
why would you do this
how could you
what was the purpose
and you knew
 
are you telling me the truth
or just another lie
do you even know the difference
why
 
why would you hurt me
cause me harm
you said you loved me
you had charm
 
i trusted you
believed what you said
i loved you
slept in your bed
 
i wasnt with anyone else
you said the same
i was disease free
you said the same
 
now four months later
you tell me your sick, dying
is this the truth
or are you lying
 
you tell me not to worry
that ill be okay
what am i supposed to do
what should i say
 
you dumped for another
you told me lie after lie
now you come back
saying your going to die
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is this another sick joke
to get my attention, my sympathy
if it is, you really need help
like longterm therapy
 
sandy nobody
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Hurting
 
im hurting so badly right now
why dont you care
what youve done to me
it isnt fair
 
why must i go thru this alone
why cant you help me
not sure i can make it this time
im hurting so badly, dont you see
 
iv noone to turn to
you should be here
help me get thru it
or at least care
 
i could end it all right now
i wont, thats to easy
thinking of you, how you treat me
makes me queasy
 
why do you play with my emotions
my heart, my life, my body
i gave it all to you
now to you im a nobody
 
you said you loved me
you said you would be here for me
so where are you
your with someone else, not me
 
im hurting so badly right now
why dont you care
why are you so mean to me
why cant you be fair
 
sandy nobody
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I Am A Cam Whore
 
all alone
sitting naked by the cam
can you look at me
here i am
 
hot and sweaty
waiting for you to watch me
i'll make you hard
can you see
 
what do you like
what do you want me to do
i am here just to
please you
 
hot and horny
do you like  to see my toys
what they can do
not for boys
 
grown men
lonely, horny and maybe a bore
watch my cam
im a cam whore
 
watch my cam
get hooked on internet sex
you wont go back
forget the rest
 
i can please you
you will never again want real
watch my cam
to you i appeal
 
i am not real
but you neednt care
keep your love
dont have to share
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i'll get you hooked
maybe i can ruin your life
forget your family
forget your wife
 
i want money
so empty out your wallet
your credit card
the number just call it
 
i am your fantasy
your enjoyment i am for
to please you
i am a CAM WHORE!
 
sandy nobody
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I Am Confused
 
i hope you read this
it comes straight from my heart
i cant keep going like this
its torn me apart
 
i love you so much
all the times we are together
the times we made love
i wanted to last forever
 
my passion for you
was more than just lust
cause to be with you
loving you was a must
 
our kisses were special
touching you exciting
your body aching for me
my body was inviting
 
after making love, our bodies
lay there and tremble
our minds, our thoughts
we couldnt assemble
 
we made love over and over
all through the night
we kissed and touched
it was so perfect, so right
 
i proved my love to you
i gave you all i had
now i sit here alone
so hurt, so sad
 
you said you loved me
then you took it away
you never loved me
you said today
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you said you have another
leave you be
you said you could never
love me
 
i go to bed, cant sleep
feeling hurt and used
you call me
now i am confused
 
you say you love me
 
sandy nobody
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I Am Not Mad
 
i am not mad
why would i be
just cause you
played me
 
i dont hate you
why would i
just cause you
you lie
 
just remember
 
i dont get mad
 
I
 
GET
 
EVEN
 
sandy nobody
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I Am Who I Am
 
I AM WHO I AM
IM NOT LIKE YOU
IM ONLY LIKE ME
BE YOU, I WONT DO
 
I AM WHO I AM
CANT YOU SEE
IM NOT ANOTHER
ONLY ME I CAN BE
 
I AM WHO I AM
DONT YOU KNOW
I KNOW WHO I AM
SOOOOO
 
I AM WHO I AM
I AM ME
NOT YOU, NOT WHO
YOU WANT ME TO BE
 
I AM WHO IAM
I'D RATHER BE
ME
THAN YOU, CANT YOU
SEE
 
I AM WHO I AM
YOU MAY NEVER KNOW
WHO I AM
YOU ALWAYS IN A HURRY
TO GO
 
I AM WHO I AM
YOU MAY NEVER SEE
WHO I REALLY AM
OR KNOW THE REAL ME
 
I AM WHO I AM
ITS  ALL I CAN BE
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IF YOU DONT WANT TO
KNOW THE REAL ME
 
I AM WHO I AM
THEN BE ON YOUR WAY
IT'S YOUR LOSS
HAVE A NICE DAY
 
sandy nobody
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I Am Your Desire
 
light my fire
i am your desire
 
you really want to
i know you do
 
you need me
do you not see
 
i own your life
i help your strife
 
dont let me go
we both know
 
just one more look
you will be on my hook
 
kiss me with your lips
i'll hold you with my grip
 
remember my taste
how i never went to waste
 
mmm, think of my smell
how i would linger and dwell
 
good times we had together
was you and me forever
 
please dont go
we both know
 
me you will miss
so just one last kiss
 
just light my fire
i am what you desire
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sandy nobody
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I Am Your Friend
 
i will always be here for you
i am your friend
i will always listen to you
all the way til the end
 
i will help you
as much as i can
i am your friend
you number one fan
 
my friendship will always
be here waiting for you
if you ever need me
you know what to do
 
i will always care for you
i will never leave
you are my friend
my friendship will never decieve
 
i will always love you
even if we are far away
i am your friend
everyday
 
sandy nobody
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I Died Today
 
i died today
no last goodbyes
no funeral will be held
no tears shed from your eyes
 
i died today
my chest filled with pain
it became unbearable
life if lived wouldnt be the same
 
i died today
words i could no longer speak
i could not breathe
my body was so weak
 
i died today
your words killed me
they broke my heart beyond repair
something you will not see
 
i died today
but you dont care
i was alone
you were not there
 
sandy nobody
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I Dont Belong Here
 
i dont belong here anymore
time for me to go
where it is for me to be
i dont really know
 
there's something missing inside
i feel it again
i know when its time to go
i get this pain
 
i was hoping this was the
place for me
i was wrong again
dont you see
 
will i ever find a place
to belong
i keep on looking
takes so long
 
one day maybe i'll find
what im looking for
cause want i want
has no windows or a door
 
finding where i belong
is the hardest part
because i want to belong in
someones heart
 
sandy nobody
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I Dont Hate You
 
i dont hate you
like i should
what youve done to me
others would
 
im not angry
but im not happy either
at least you told me
i just need a breather
 
i need time to think
about what to do
time to think
of my feelings of you
 
i love you
i always will
after what you told me
i need time to heal
 
if we decide
never to speak again
ill love you forever
til the end
 
im forgiving
no matter why
no matter what
even if i die
 
i wont live my life
going thru hate
God says'to forgive'
to get thru his gate
 
one day when your watching
the birds in the sky
remember me
after i have died
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so i leave you with
these words from me
I Love You forever
and please forgive me
 
as i have done you
 
sandy nobody
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I Dont Want You Anymore
 
i dont want you anymore
so leave me alone
dont beat on my door
dont call me on the phone
 
i dont want you anymore
you told your little lies
played your little games
im done, why are you suprised
 
i dont want you anymore
i gave you love and trust
to which you took advantage
you gave me pain and disgust
 
i dont want you anymore
get it through your head
i am through with you
to me, you now are dead
 
sandy nobody
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I Feel Dead
 
i feel dead
im empty inside
no love left
my life has died
 
im just a body now
going from day to day
making the motions
nothing to say
 
my lungs breathe air
blood flows thru my veins
whats left of my hearts still beats
thats all that remains
 
i cannot live
life without love
life without love
i cannot be part of
 
when you went away
you took my love with you
along with my trust
and my life too
 
all that remains of me
is an empty shell
forever alone
i shall dwell
 
sandy nobody
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I Found Out The Truth Today
 
i met another one
a guy i thought was cool
he seemed so sweet
cute enough, you would drool
 
we talked a lot
past couple weeks
his voice so deep
not a squeak
 
his words he spoke
sweet as wine
but i was more
cautious this time
 
his words so nice
his face so sweet
knew it wouldnt take long
he wanted to meet
 
he was so perfect
just like a dream
but soon i would learn
he wasnt what he seemed
 
 
he lives in a big house
has money and cars
doesnt go out
hanging in bars
 
he wanted me to come over
i almost did
but waited to see
if he had anything hid
 
i never went over
never took the bait
if he was what he said
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i knew he would wait
 
i found out the truth today
he has all those things
other things too he never said
important things, like wedding rings
 
sandy nobody
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I Gave All My Love Away
 
i gave all my love away
now empty inside
my love was not returned
my heart has died
 
when you give out love
and it doesnt come back
it turns your heart from
gold to dead black
 
my heart is shattered
my trust abused
my emotions in shambles
my body used
 
i gave it all to someone
who took it and ran
stomped all over me
now doing it to another woman
 
sandy nobody
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I Gave Love A Chance
 
i gave love a chance
you put my heart though
your wicked dance
 
i did whatever you asked
everything you wanted
while you hid behind your mask
 
your words were sweet to the ear
all the right things i needed to hear
took the things which i held dear
 
soon my heart was lost
my head tried to be careful
my love was yours, no matter the cost
 
in you i believed
i gave up so much for you
now i find out, i was decieved
 
now my heart is broken
my head is a mess
to you i was just a token
 
i gave love a chance
you put my heart though
your wicked dance
 
sandy nobody
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I Gave You The Key
 
i gave you the key
that unlocked the door
you walked in
turned me into your whore
 
i let you do to me
as you wished
you took it all then
with me you were finished
 
you took not only my body
but also my heart
used me as you wanted
then from me you would depart
 
you walked out the door
with your things all packed
i watched as you left
and you didnt look back
 
then you drove away with
my heart you stole
only one thing you didnt take
was my soul
 
sandy nobody
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I Had To Go
 
i had to go
why?
you want to know
 
i have to be me
cant you see
 
i was dying
tired of trying
 
i was suffocating
started hating
 
filled with anger
felt like danger
 
internal pain
life was a drain
 
i had to leave
to save me
 
sandy nobody
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I Heard The Voice
 
i heard the voice
it came to me last night
it was calming
me, it did not fright
 
i heard the voice
it told me whats to come
not to be afraid
soon i was going home
 
i heard the voice
it told me ill be fine
no more hurting
no worries, not this time
 
i heard the voice
it said place your trust in me
i will help you though this
wait and see
 
i heard the voice
soon my pain will disappear
no one will hurt me again
but i must prepare
 
i heard the voice
as it took a long deep breath
i heard the voice
the Voice of Death
 
sandy nobody
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I Hope The Best For You
 
I TRIED TO TALK TO YOU
AGAIN TODAY
ASKED HOW YOU WERE
YOU SAID OKAY
 
I ASKED IF YOU WERE BUSY
YOU SAID NO
ALL YOU EVER HAVE TO DO
IS SAY SO
 
I DONT WANT TO BE IN
YOUR WAY
MESS UP YOUR FUN
RUIN YOUR DAY
 
I ALWAYS TRY TO
TALK TO YOU
BE NICE RESPECT
YOU TOO
 
IF YOU DONT WANT
ME AROUND
I'LL LEAVE WITHOUT
A SOUND
 
IT S HARD TO TALK
TO YOU ANYMORE
ITS YOU I USED
TO ADORE
 
YOU DONT TALK BACK
TO ME
ITS SOMEONE ELSE
YOU RATHER WITH BE
 
JUST GO WITH HER
THATS ALL OKAY
CAUSE TO YOU
IV NOT MUCH LEFT TO SAY
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I DONT MAKE YOU HAPPY
SO PLEASE JUST GO
IM NOT WANT YOU WANT
SO PLEASE JUST GO
 
JUST SAY OUR GOODBYS
GO ON YOUR WAY
CAUSE BETWEEN US THERES
NOTHING LEFT TO SAY
 
I REALLY HOPE THE BEST
FOR YOU
HOPE YOU FIND HAPPINESS
AND WHATEVER YOUR LOOKING FOR TOO
 
sandy nobody
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I Killed You
 
i killed you
made you suffer in pain
i took your life
your blood i did drain
 
i shot you
not enough for you to die
just to make you suffer
make you beg and cry
 
i cut you up
watched your blood pour
out of your veins
and onto the floor
 
i sat next to you
as you lay there dying
bathed in your blood
i was also crying
 
i killed you
it was time
i killed you
even if only in my mind
 
sandy nobody
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I Know All About You
 
i know all the details of your life
and im not your wife
 
i know all about you
everything that you do
 
i know where you live
by the details you give
 
i know who your friends are
i know about your car
 
i know where you work
i know if your a jerk
 
i know what you do for fun
what you eat, where you run
 
i know your kids names
and if they won the big game
 
i know when you use the toilet
i know when you pee, wash or spit
 
how do i know all this, you thought you were alone
i heard you on your cell phone
 
sandy nobody
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I Like My Freedom
 
i like my life
much better now
what you ask
'how'
 
i like my freedom
i really do
love my freedom
from you
 
i dont need  you
anymore
telling me what to do
you old bore
 
for twenty years
you tried to lock me away
kill my spirit
everyday
 
you tried to tell me
what to think
how to feel
did it all, with a wink
 
when you thought
i was dead inside
i suprised you
didnt i
 
i got up and left
left you behind
took the kids
then you wined
 
you ran off all my friends
hated my family
for twenty years
i was lonely
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when my mom died
at christmas
you said'Good'
you big ass
 
i knew right then
how sick you really are
shouldve ran you over
with my car
 
twenty years of your
abuse
you think your perfect
whats the use
 
you think lifes
all about you
iv my own world now
without you
 
so go live your
own life
not much longer
ill be your wife
 
i kept my spirit hidden from you
kept my feelings deep inside
now im on my own
no longer have to hide
 
go back to your mama
she knows it all
but will she pick you up
when you fall
 
NO
 
sandy nobody
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I Need A Drink
 
I WISH I HAD A DRINK
NOT FROM THE KITCHEN SINK
 
NOT FROM A PLASTIC JUG
BUT A COLD FROSTY MUG
 
A DRINK AS COLD AS ICE
SURE WOULD BE NICE
 
MAYBE I'D HAVE A FEW
THEN YOU KNOW WHAT I'D DO
 
I'D FEEL REALLY GOOD
AS I SHOULD
 
ONLY FOR A SHORT TIME
CAUSE I SPENT EVERY DIME
 
THEN I MIGHT GET SICK
OR ARRESTED, YOU TAKE YOUR PICK
 
I THINK NOW, I'LL GO GET THAT DRINK
BUT, IT'LL COME FROM THE KITCHEN SINK
 
sandy nobody
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I Rather Be Alone
 
i rather be alone
than in a empty relationship
one without love, trust
passion and friendship
 
i cant just love anyone
dont understand those who do
or those who love everyone
dont understand them too
 
real love is not a game
love is more than lust
love you give your heart
so you need a lot of trust
 
love has to be given freely
and accepted freely too
love cant be forced
then it has no value
 
love should be passionate
mentally and physically
real love can take time
dont move to quickly
 
with every word spoken
every touch felt
should be with love
and heartfelt
 
when you make love
you give them all of you
or its just sex
and for me, that wont do
 
i rather be alone
than have empty love
sex with no feelings
is sex not love
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sandy nobody
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I Still Love You In The End
 
i can destroy you
make your life hell
but
i wont
your secrets ill never tell
 
i can hurt you
make you cry
but
i wont
i would rather die
 
i can embarrass you
to your family and friends
but
i wont
i still love you in the end
 
sandy nobody
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I Wanted You!
 
you thought you were needed
but that wasnt true
i never needed you
I WANTED YOU!
 
i do not need anyone
that is true
i wanted someone
I WANTED YOU!
 
i do not need to love
that is true
i wanted to love
I WANTED TO LOVE YOU!
 
if i only needed someone
then anyone would do
but i wanted someone
I WANTED ONLY YOU!
 
sandy nobody
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I Was In A Hurry
 
i was in a big hurry that day
didnt have time to to stop by
the baby want to come over
for her grandma she'd cry
 
i heard you didnt feel to well
you were always sick
so i brushed it off again
thought you would nit-pick
 
so i drove on past your house again
not stopping by
see how you were, what was up
or just to say 'hi'
 
i was by the week before
thought that was enough
i wanted to come over many times
trying to find the time was tough
 
seems like i was always too busy
running kids here and there
working all those hours
maybe seems like i didnt care
 
now you are gone
i think of you everyday
there are so many things
i wanted to say
 
i did care
i wanted to be closer to you
i wished you had known
that i loved you
 
sandy nobody
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I Was The Fool
 
i can see it in your eyes
all of your lies
 
i can feel it in my heart
right from the start
 
my mind was closed
but now youre exposed
 
you took advantage
when i needed a bandage
 
i opened my eyes
now you act suprised
 
i opened my mind
so now my faults you find
 
me you blame
cause i am not the same
 
iv changed you say
so you took your love away
 
i was the fool
but now so are you!
 
sandy nobody
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I Wasnt Thinking
 
i think i lost my mind
not sure where
i've looked for it
everywhere
 
maybe its better i have
i dont think i really need it
its easier i know
now i dont have to think
 
when i think
i get into trouble
cause i think it over
then think it double
 
i think it this way
then that way
hard to decide
oh, what shall i say
 
all that thinking of things
causes great pains
making my poor head hurt
better now with no thinking brain
 
i can live life my way
do as i feel
not worrying about concequences
hmm, is this real?
 
guess you can tell
i wasnt thinking
when i wrote this
it's rather stinking
 
sandy nobody
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I Will Keep Writing
 
I WILL KEEP WRITING
I WONT LET THEM SHUT ME UP
NO MATTER HOW MAD THEY GET
THEY ARE JUST STUCK UP
 
IF THEY DONT LIKE WHAT I WRITE
THEY DONT HAVE TO READ IT
ITS MY THOUGHTS
MY FEELINGS
THEY CANT MAKE ME QUIT
 
THEY WANT TO BE BULLIES
PUSH PEOPLE AROUND
MAKE THEM DO WHAT THEY WANT
KEEP YOU QUIET
NOT MAKING A SOUND
 
THIS IS A FREE COUNTRY
I CAN WRITE WHAT I WISH
AS LONG AS I CAUSE NO HURT
ILL KEEP BEING ME
THEYLL KEEP BEING BOORISH
 
FORGET THEM
FORGET WHAT THEY SAY
THEY MEAN NOTHING
I WILL KEEP WRITING
HOPE THEY HAVE A NICE DAY
 
sandy nobody
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I Wonder....
 
today is gone
i thought about you
i wonder
if you thought of me too
 
the night is here
im thinking of you
i wonder
do you think about me too
 
i know your name
do you remember mine
i wonder
if you even do sometimes
 
im in love with you
you know this is true
i wonder
why you cant love me too
 
sandy nobody
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I Write For You (1 Last Time)
 
i write for you one last time
hoping you read it and understand
 
i write these words for you to read
my feelings for you, i want you to see
 
iv written words of my love for you
my internal pain, you never knew
 
iv written many times of how i feel
but you never believed my love was real
 
so i write for you, one last time
wanting you to understand
 
memories of you will be inside my heart
my love for you, shall never depart
 
i will always love you
i just wanted you to love me too
 
i wrote for you, this one last time
but
you still do not understand
 
sandy nobody
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I'Am Not Your Wife
 
you emptied my soul
you drained my heart
you took everything from me
right from the start
 
you played my emotions
filled me with fears
you sat back and laughed
left me in tears
 
you made me feel insecure
now i question my sanity
i lost all trust
all respect for all humanity
 
you abused me emotionally
called me names
nothing i did was ever right
all part of your game
 
now im not under your control
i have my own life
you dont understand
i am no longer your wife
 
sandy nobody
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If I Give You...
 
if i give you my money will you waste it
if i give you my kiss will you taste it
 
if i give you my home will you live in it
if i give you my car will you drive it
 
if i give you my body will you use it
if i give you my trust will you abuse it
 
if i give you my life will you destroy it
if i give you my mind will you toy with it
 
if i give you my love will you accept it
if i give you my heart will you break it
 
sandy nobody
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If Only
 
if only
i was cold deep inside
i had no heart
my feelings i could hide
 
if only
i caused so much pain
i had no concious
could play the game
 
if only
others i could use
had no empathy
love i could refuse
 
if only
i was cruel
then i would be
just like you
 
sandy nobody
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If Something Happens
 
if i disappear one day
never to return
hope you understand
hope from me you learn
 
dont get mixed up
with a angry person
or one who does drugs
together they are poison
 
please run away
fast as you can
dont look back
run from the madman
 
dont end up like me
knowing soon you might die
noone can help you
watching your children cry
 
the judges might give you a paper
thats all that it is
it wont save you
from that temper of his
 
the cops might lock him away
for twenty-four hours
he will get out
your life he devours
 
sometimes i think
let him kill me
it might be easier
you see
 
but then my kids
will be alone
no mother, no father
no home
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i got out
got away
over my shoulder
i look all day
 
he comes around
seeing kids is his excuse
why cant judges
end this abuse
 
i cant take much more
but for my kids i will
suffer
his abuse still
 
sandy nobody
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I'Ll Be Ok
 
i'll be ok
i always am somehow
no matter what
i'll be ok
 
i'll be ok
when tomarrow comes
no matter what
i'll be ok
 
i'll be ok
whatever the night brings
no matter what
i'll be ok
 
i'll be ok
wherever i am or whatever i do
no matter what
i'll be ok
 
sandy nobody
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I'Ll Love You Forever
 
i will always love you
just wanted you to know
no matter who you are with
or where you go
 
my love will be yours
you have my heart
whether we are near
or far apart
 
i will love you forever
as i have so long
even when you're mean
and treat me wrong
 
my love for you is strong
innocent and pure
my broken heart
has no cure
 
i will love no other
as i do you
no room in my heart
for anyone but you
 
my heart will be broken
as long as i live
for you have all my love
that i can give
 
i will never love anyone again
like i do you
everything i had to give
i gave to you
 
i will love you forever
please remember me
i know being with you
can never be
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sandy nobody
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I'Ll Not Be There
 
how long must i suffer
through this torturing of my soul
how long can the torment last
my world has a large empty hole
 
i used to feel strong inside
now i fear im starting to break
why is life so cruel
how can love be so fake
 
feel death drawing near
the end of my world shall come soon
why do i suffer through all this
feels like midnight but its only noon
 
your heart seems so cold inside
why have you no compassion
why so much selfishness
instead of love filled with passion
 
why must my heart love you
why for you should it care
for all you cause is pain and insecurity
dont look for me anymore, ill not be there
 
sandy nobody
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I'M All Out Of Words
 
im all out of words
nothing left to say
im not sure i want to
anymore, anyway
 
i have no more words
iv said them all to you
maybe one day my words
will haunt you
 
my words are gone
so are my thoughts
my mind is almost blank
except for the doubts
 
the doubts of
should i have said this
or maybe did that
is my heart still his
 
im all out of words
nothing left to say
im not sure i want to
anymore, anyway
 
sandy nobody
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I'M Drunk
 
i think im drunk
as a skunk
dont know why
doogbye
well not yet
ill write before i forget
what i want to say
tomarrows a new day
but why do they
say
drunk
as a skunk
do skunks even drink
ill need to think
ehll i dont know
ill just go
but wait
is  this fate
me drinking
and thinking
not sure
its a cure
for something
anything
just trying rhyming words
this is absured
maybe
baby
why did i drink
i need to think
oh yes
i guess
cause i dont know
i better just go
ill feel it in the morn
my feelings are torn
at least i didnt drive
thats why im still alive
i suppose
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well here i goes
at least no fight
goodnight
but before i go
i need to know
does a skunk
get drunk?
 
sandy nobody
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Im Going On A Trip
 
im going to have some drinks
im going to do some pills
im bored and looking for
some cheap thrills
 
im going on a trip
going far away
never leaving home
only be gone a day
 
im going to see some things
that i may have seen before
im going to see them differently
and never walk out the door
 
im going on a trip
going far away
never leaving home
only be gone a day
 
ill be okay
im with all my friends
they are with me
till the end
 
im going on a trip
going far away
never leaving home
only be gone a day
 
my friends you may know them
some are pink, blue, red or white
they come in pretty colors
they really love me, never pick a fight
 
im going on a trip
going far away
never leaving home
only be gone a day
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i went on my trip
took along my friends
they were all with me
till my end
 
i went on my trip
went far away
didnt leave home
i was dead the next day
 
dont drink and do drugs
 
sandy nobody
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I'M Moving On
 
THERE WAS A DAY THAT I THOUGHT
I WANTED YOU
I NEEDED YOU
I HAD TO HAVE YOU
I LOVED YOU
 
BUT THAT DAY HAS COME
AND GONE
TODAY
IM MOVING ON
 
YOU USED ME
PLAYED ME
HURT ME
 
BUT THAT DAY HAS COME
AND GONE
TODAY
IM MOVING ON
 
YOU GOT WHAT YOU
WANTED FROM ME
THEN PUSHED ME AWAY
THATS ALL OK
 
 
BUT THAT DAY HAS COME
AND GONE
TODAY
IM MOVING ON
 
 
I LEARNED A LOT FROM YOU
THANK YOU FOR THAT
I BEAR YOU NO ILL FEELINGS
 
BUT THAT DAY HAS COME
AND GONE
TODAY
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IM MOVING ON
 
sandy nobody
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Im Not A Toy
 
im not a toy, for you to play
to use, then go on your way
 
im not here for your amusement
i dont have to accept the abuse you sent
 
im a person, if you can believe
im not for your sex relieve
 
iv feelings too, like you
well your supposed to
 
im not your punching bag
your attitude makes me gag
 
im not for you to wipe your feet on
i am not for you to beat on
 
you cant steal from me anymore
i left, closed that door
 
im a person, iv a name
im not a toy, im not a game
 
sandy nobody
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I'M Not Your Spare Tire
 
I DONT WANT TO SIT
AND WAIT FOR YOU
TO DECIDE WHAT
YOU WANT TO DO
 
I DONT WANT TO
HAVE TO SNEAK
SEE YOU MAYBE
ONCE A WEEK
 
I WANT SOMEONE
OF MY OWN
NOT A MARRIED GUY
ON THE PHONE
 
YOU HAVE A HOUSE
A GOOD LIFE
KIDS, MONEY
AND A WIFE
 
I'LL NOT GET INVOLVED
PLAY THAT GAME
YOU SHOULD GROW UP
DO THE SAME
 
BE HAPPY WITH
WHAT YOU GOT
MAKE CHANGES
IF YOU'RE NOT
 
I'LL NOT BE HUNG
ON YOUR WIRE
NOR WILL I BE
YOUR SPARE TIRE
 
IF YOU GET A FLAT
CHANGE IT
FIX IT
IF IT STILL GOES FLAT
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GET A NEW ONE
DO'NT MIX IT
 
WHY DO'NT YOU GIVE
THIS ATTENTION TO YOUR WIFE
SHE GAVE YOU ALL THESE
YEARS OF HER LIFE
 
NOW PLEASE STOP
LEAVE ME ALONE
PLEASE
JUST GO HOME
 
sandy nobody
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I'M Nothing
 
im alive but not inside
you killed that part
you took my love
then broke my heart
 
never again will i trust
inside i'll always be empty
but you dont care
its only me
 
im nothing
im worthless
im dead
im useless
 
sandy nobody
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I'M Sorry
 
IM SORRY I HURT YOU, WASNT MY INTENTION
ALL I WANTED WAS YOUR ATTENTION
            
WE BOTH SAID MEAN  AND HURTFUL THINGS
IM SORRY FOR WHAT RELIEF THAT BRINGS
 
I KNOW SAYING IM SORRY WONT DO
ILL NEVER BE GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU
 
YOU WERE RIGHT
ABOUT NOT WANTING TO FIGHT
 
CAUSE IM ALWAYS WRONG
AND YOUR ALWAYS RIGHT
 
ALL  IT DOES IS MAKE ONE OF US MAD
AND THE OTHER ONE SAD
 
SO ITS BETTER FOR YOU THAT I GO
CAUSE ALL I AM TO YOU IS A HO
 
IM SORRY FOR EVERYTHING IV SAID
OH.. HOW I WISH I WAS DEAD
 
IM SORRY, I LOVED YOU
IM SORRY, I TRUSTED YOU
IM SORRY, I BELIEVED YOU
IM SORRY, I WANTED YOU
                                  
BUT YOU KNOW WHAT IM SORRY MOST FOR
                                   
YOU
 
sandy nobody
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In Love With Words
 
can you fall in love with words
in a book, a poem or a computer screen
i know so many have and do
but is it real or just a dream
 
can you fall in love with someone
even though you never met
i know so many have and do
others just walk away and forget
 
can you give your trust to words
give your heart away
i know so many have and do
to words that others say
 
can you fall in love with words
i think a person can
i know so many have and do
some found love, others ran
 
sandy nobody
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Inside My Madness
 
driven into madness
living a life of just sadness
 
trying to make the best
but cant forget the rest
 
life is so full of pain
always losing never to gain
 
feeling like living dead
waking up sometimes i dread
 
nothing but emptyness inside
can not run and hide
 
my mind is slowly deteriorating
life is death, just waiting
 
why must i suffer so
i really do not know
 
my bodys full of pain and numbness
my mind is blank and full of dumbness
 
ending it all, is not a choice
saying anything, i have no voice
 
i have to keep going through the days
looking for better or different ways
 
cannot let the madness take over
putting my head under the cover
 
going to sleep at the end of the day
trying to keep the demons away
 
sandy nobody
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Internal Or Eternal Peace
 
blind me
so you i dont see
 
cut off my ears
so your lies i cant hear
 
rip out my heart
so you cant break it apart
 
blow out my brains
so you cant play your games
 
kill me
chop me into pieces
maybe then ill find internal peace
if not
it will be eternal peace
at least
 
sandy nobody
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Internet Liars
 
there was a little man
he told little lies
until one day
he got a big suprise
 
women didnt believe him
they wouldnt play
he didnt know what to do
or what to say
 
so, he was embarrassed
to be found out
he ran and hid
and began to pout
 
he sat there for days
alone in his room
feeling sorry for himself
he knew he was doomed
 
HAPPY ENDING IS
 
he figured had to grow up
change his ways
or he would be alone
the rest of his days
 
BUT MOST LIKELY ENDING IS
 
he made up a new name
found a picture on the internet
went back playing
see how far he would get
 
which ending will
YOU
choose
in the second
you will again
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LOSE
 
sandy nobody
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Is Anyone There
 
is anyone there
can you hear me
are you close by
do you see me
 
can you touch me
see if im alive
am i breathing
will i survive
 
am i real
is this a dream
or not what
it might seem
 
will someone love me
does anyone care
is anyone even
there
 
sandy nobody
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Is It Real?
 
open up your eyes
what do you see
is it real
or only fantasy
 
open up your ears
what do you hear
is it real
or only your fear
 
open up your mouth
learn to speak
is it real
or are you weak
 
open up your mind
start to think
is it real
or do you shrink
 
open up your heart
learn to share
is it real
or do you care
 
sandy nobody
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It Was Just Words
 
it was just words
everything you would say
words without meanings
just word play
 
it was just words
when you said you care
when you wanted me
our lives to share
 
it was just words
when you said i was important
that i was special
i was your confidant
 
it was just words
when you said we would be together
our bodies entwined
in your arms forever
 
it was just words
and you knew
when you said
'I Love You'
 
it was all just words
 
sandy nobody
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It's A Relief
 
i really dont care
not anymore
just go away
be with your whore
 
youve caused me
enough grief
now youre gone
its a relief
 
sandy nobody
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It's All About You
 
you think its all about you
you think you're it
you think you're perfect
i think you're full of shit
 
you think you do no wrong
you think you're hot
you think you're everything
well you're not
 
you think its all about you
its about what you got
the whole worlds about you
well it's
NOT
 
sandy nobody
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It's Over
 
it's time to say goodby
it's over
it' time to go on your way
it's over
 
you made it clear to me
it's over
you and i could never be
it's over
 
i loved you so much
it's over
i loved when we touched
it's over
 
you moved in with another
it's over
now you have a new lover
it's over
 
i accept all this and that
it's over
you i do not contact
it's over
 
i can and have let you go
cause it's over
you have told me so
that it's over
 
i moved on now
i'm over you
not sure how
but i'm over you
 
now you call me
i'm over you
me you want to see
i'm over you
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now it's me you say you love
i'm over you
please read all the above
IT'S OVER
 
sandy nobody
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It's Payback Time!
 
you use, you play
now
youre gonna pay
 
you cheat, you lie
now
youre gonna cry
 
you hurt, you walk
now
im gonna not just talk
 
you run, you hide
now
im gonna turn the tide
 
you think its over
now
you better run for cover
 
you think you won
now
my wrathe has only begun
 
you think its all just fine
but
its just payback time!
 
sandy nobody
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I'Ve Nothing Left
 
there's nothing left to say to you
i've said all that i could
i told you how i feel
told you more than i should
 
there's nothing left to give to you
i gave you all my heart
i gave you all my love
you tore it apart
 
there's nothing left to do for you
i gave you all i had
i gave you everything
you hurt me bad
 
i have nothing left
you took it all and ran
i should've known better
never trust a man
 
sandy nobody
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Judge Me If You Must
 
judge me if you feel must
but try to be fair i will trust
 
you may not like things i write
its my opinion, wrong or right
 
or you may agree with me
or my writing may make you see
 
open your mind is all i ask
this does not have to be a difficult task
 
i put myself in front of the world
everytime i post my words
 
i put my feelings out to be judged
but still i have not fudged
 
i cannot and will not hide who i am
you dont have to agree or give a damn
 
if my writings make 1 person think
then iv wasted no ink
 
judge me if you feel must
please be fair i will trust
 
sandy nobody
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Just Go Away
 
you go your way
ill go mine
dont come back
this time
 
you have a life
so go away
ill live my life
my way
 
you're not wanted
not anymore
go out get yourself
a new whore
 
so just go away
leave me alone
dont come back
i wont be home
 
dont go away
mad
just go away and
ill be glad
 
well
i will be
one day
you will see
 
sandy nobody
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Just Some Whore
 
you said all the things
i longed to hear
you made me feel safe
from all my fears
 
you held me so close
we talked all night
when you touched me
it felt so right
 
when midnight came you
you kissed me
when the morning came
you dissed me
 
you said all the things
i didnt want to hear
you made me feel insecure
filled me with fear
 
then you pushed me away
walked out the door
leaving me there alone like
i was just some whore
 
sandy nobody
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Krispy Kreme Dream
 
i had a dream
i dreamed of krispy kreme
i ate 1 donut and then another
wasnt any left for my brother
 
i ate up all the donuts
i had to fill up my guts
then went and got some more
soon i couldnt fit thru the door
 
after awhile i got so fat
so i just sat
eating donuts everyday
cause krispy kreme is A-OK
 
i had a dream
i dreamed of krispy kreme
my new home is krispy creme
im glad this was just a dream
 
 
this is stupid i know
but off to krispy creme ill go ;)
 
sandy nobody
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Leave My Heart Alone
 
why did you call me
in middle of night
saying you love me
yeah, right
 
 
over a year and a half
you told me you loved me
all that time you said
was with me, you wanted to be
 
i gave you all my time
my love, my heart
you promised not break
it apart
 
when i gave you all
i had left to give you
you happily took
and then what did you do
 
you dumped me
you didnt say why
you didnt tell me
you didnt say by
 
you found another who
with you wanted to be
you moved in with her
you didnt want me
 
now a few weeks later
you call on me
saying you love me
with me you want to be
 
i dont believe you this time
leave my heart alone
last time you broke it
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then you were gone
 
you live with another now
she takes care of you
at least till her hubby gets back
then what will you do
 
sandy nobody
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Let It Go
 
its time to let it go
all the hate you keep
i know its hard
cause its buried so deep
 
but noone can hurt you
not anymore
they are dead now
show your hate the door
 
it will consume you
if you dont let it go
ruin your life
devour your soul
 
you must learn to forgive
then you shall have peace
life will be easier
just let the hate cease
 
please dont let this hate continue
or they still have control
making your life hell
owning your soul
 
i know you are hurting
we all are too
but i choose to forgive
as everyone should do
 
so please let it go
this hate you keep
fill with forgiveness
let the love run deep
 
sandy nobody
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Lies
 
you dont have to lie
just to get by
 
cause the only one you lie to
is you
 
oh, others might believe you
but do you
 
but sooner or later theyll see thru you
and then what will you do
 
i know, you will tell another lie
cause your that kinda guy
 
when you get caught
you make it anothers fault
 
you never accept blame
not in your kinda game
 
so go play your game
tell your lie
cause this is my goodby
 
sandy nobody
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Lies Between Friends
 
i found out why today
why you kept pushing me away
i know what you tried to hide
but what i dont understand is why
 
it was nothing that bad
your not trusting me is whats sad
were you afraid of my reaction
the truth would have been satisfaction
 
you kept your secrets out of fears
but you lied to me all these years
i was willing to forgive you
and i wanted to start over new
 
i see my time is wasted
cause the lies on your lips are pasted
we can no longer be friends
all your lies have caused it to end
 
im leaving, not cause of youre race
im leaving, cause you STILL lie to my face
 
sandy nobody
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Life After
 
screaming
am i dreaming
burning, aching
not faking
in pain, but numb
sounds kinda dumb
driving madness
full of sadness
stabbing
now im babbling
no sleeping
just weeping
no tears, but crying
not lying
feels like dying
but keep on living
with pain thats unforgiving
 
 
what am i talking about
i'll not shout
 
this is my life everyday
why?
you may say
 
seems kinda sad
but
its life
after youve had
 
a
shattered, broken
back
 
sandy nobody
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Life Is Over
 
shattered dreams
broken hearts
innocent lives
ripped into parts
 
lies are told
people used
feelings hurt
trust abused
 
life is over
voices screaming
doors slam
no more dreaming
 
dead inside
eyes with tears
nothing left
but eternal fears
 
sandy nobody
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Life With A Drug Addict
 
life with a drug addict
get up early, take kids away
rush off to work
get home, cook and clean everyday
 
help the kids with school work
sports, send them out to play
before the drug addict gets home
pray he doesnt come home today
 
when he walks through the door
starts to holler and cuss
hitting, throwing things
making accusations at us
 
holes in the walls
children crying
broken toys and hearts
inside dying
 
finally getting to bed
to be awoken at midnight
hes out of drugs
so wants to fight
 
getting up and dressed
have to take the kids
run out get him some
he stays home all hid
 
cant leave them home
alone with him
if they shall awake
he might hurt them
 
getting what he demands
just to have peace
still not enough for him
cant get help from the police
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he sits and does his drugs
for awhile
comes to bed
with a big stupid smile
 
says hes horny
demands i give in
i hate his touch
hate this life iv lived in
 
i hate his voice
i hate his smell
i hate him near me
but he cant tell
 
then his cock doesnt work
but blames me
its his drugs
but, he doesnt see
 
my kids are hurting
this life they live in
i died inside
but one day, awoke again
 
taking my kids
moving far away
leaving it all behind
so we see another day
 
this is only part of things
a lot more went on
but
now i am gone
 
it couldve been a lot worse
like being killed or sitting in jail
but now im alive and free from him
to tell this tale
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sandy nobody
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Life's A Joke
 
lifes a joke
then you grow up
and marry one
 
then after a few years
you get smart
and divorce one
 
you spend rest
of your life
regretting your mistake
 
sandy nobody
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Little Candles
 
four little candles
sitting before my eyes
four little candles
full of suprise
 
four little candles
with flames so bright
four little candles
light up the darkest night
 
four little candles
i watch them glow
four little candles
the flames start to grow
 
four little candles
all mine to hold
four little candles
watch as they grow old
 
so i thought
 
but the wind did come
blew out the flame of one
 
now
 
iv three little candles
and a dark empty space
iv three little candles
and one i cant replace
 
sandy nobody
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Little Girl On The Beach
 
shes sitting on the beach
playing in the sand
digging holes
making castles by hand
 
i sit and i watch her
for hours it seems
shes so determined
to build her dreams
 
after shes through
she stands and stares
admiring her work
without any cares
 
the waves will come
her dreams will wash away
her hopes are still there
to build new dreams another day
 
sandy nobody
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Locked Behind The Door
 
the darkness
is taking complete control
the demons have returned
to claim my soul
 
im getting weaker
with each passing day
no longer i can hide
nor can i run away
 
the demons are feasting
upon my mind
destroying what life
they do find
 
i can not keep going
im not strong anymore
the demons
have locked the door
 
sandy nobody
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Look Into My Eyes
 
look into my eyes
you shall see
all the pain
you bring to me
 
look into my heart
you shall see
all my love
you took from me
 
look into my soul
you shall see
its empty now
you've killed me
 
look for me now
you shall see
a dead, lifeless nothing of
what used to be me
 
sandy nobody
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Love Is
 
love is cruel
love is for a fool
 
love is mean
love cannot be seen
 
love will chew you up
spit you out
love will make you angry
cry and shout
 
love will break your heart
rip you apart
 
love is full of pain
losing more than you gain
 
love makes you insecure
your mind isnt sure
 
but
 
i guess
 
Im a fool too
 
cause
 
a life without love
even with all the above
 
i dont want to live
iv too much love to give
 
cause
 
even i know
real love
isnt like all
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the above
 
sandy nobody
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Love Never Dies
 
my love for you
shall never die
forgetting you
i will not try
 
some days my thoughts
 will turn to you
but moving on now
was right to do
 
my love for you
will always be
deep inside
whats left of me
 
though we live
many miles apart
you will always be
inside my heart
 
sandy nobody
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Maybe It's Not To Be
 
am i wanting something
thats not meant to be
is there anyone
who will ever love me
 
will anyone ever want me
just for me
maybe for me, love isnt
to ever be
 
am i meant to have a life alone
no one to share
should i give up hope
and just not care
 
maybe i dont deserve anyone
i am evil
as i was told once
im the devil
 
sandy nobody
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Meaning Of Death
 
when a poet writes of death
don't take it literally
death has many meanings
which differ significantly
 
to a poet death might mean
death of a past
which is a new beginning
one that might last
 
death to a poet is life
time to start a new chapter
turn the page
turn sadness into laughter
 
to a poet death is a new start
ending of strife
closing, locking the doors
of their old life
 
death has so many meanings
not only for a poet
all parts of life leads to death
some just don't know it
 
death means change
chance for a new beginning
put the past behind
stop losing, start winning
 
so to a poet
death is not always bad
we must write our feelings
whether good or sad
 
sure this makes much sense
but i was buzzed ;)
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sandy nobody
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Miracles Of Beer!
 
for 2 weeks
i had nothing to write
dont know why
but wasnt right
 
for 2 weeks
i had nothing to say
dont know why
but i do today
 
for 2 weeks
i had no feelings inside
dont know why
not like i died
 
so decided
i might need a drink
dont know why
but i can now think
 
oh!
miracles of beer!
 
sandy nobody
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My Baby
 
when the darkness falls
i'll be alone
thats when it hits me
you are gone
 
the emptyness i feel
deep down inside
when you left me here alone
part of me also died
 
as the tears stream
down my face
no one sees them
in this lonely place
 
i keep trying to go on
as i am still needed here
but my greif is consuming
my heart, i fear
 
i want you here with me
missing you so much
i want you in my arms
i want to feel your touch
 
its been three long months
since that awful day
i will never forget you
cause you've gone away
 
you are my baby
i will always love you
cherish you in my heart
one day soon i'll hold on to you
 
sandy nobody
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My Demons
 
ITS NIGHT, IM ALL ALONE
NOONE TO TALK TO
 
THIS IS WHEN MY DEMONS
COME OUT
 
I WISH THEY WOULD GO AWAY
LEAVE ME ALONE
 
THAT WILL NEVER HAPPEN
NOT IN MY LIFE
 
THEY PLAY ME, TORMENT ME
MESS WITH MY HEAD
 
THEYVE BEEN WITH ME
ALL MY LIFE
 
I THOUGHT I COULD
HANDLE THEM
 
THAT ONE DAY THEY
WOULD GO
 
OH, HOW I WISH FOR
A DAY WITHOUT THEM
 
NOONE KNOWS HOW IT IS
FOR DEMONS
TO BE THERE
EVERYDAY
EVERYNIGHT
 
IV TRIED TO MAKE THEM GO
IV TRIED EVERYTHING
 
THEY ARE IN MY THOUGHTS
MY DREAMS
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OH GOD, PLEASE END
MY DEMONS
MY PAIN
MAKE THEM GO
OR
PLEASE END MY SOUL
 
sandy nobody
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My Dream
 
i had a dream about you
late one night
we were together
seemed so right
 
we listened to soft music
drank sweet wine
danced so slowly
endless was our time
 
we talked and laughed
touched and felt
each others bodies
our hearts did melt
 
when we made love
was wild and passionate
our bodies became one
our feelings no secret
 
we kissed and cuddled
held each other close
all thru the night
till the morning sun arose
 
you told me you loved me
soon we would be together
kissed me goodbye
our time i did treasure
 
then the sun came up
i awoke
discover my dream
was just a joke
 
sandy nobody
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My Friend
 
you walked beside me, i held your hand
you listened and you did understand
 
you  held me, when my heart was bleeding
you were there for me, when i was needing
 
you would help me through, lonely nights
in my darkness, you were my light
 
when i was happy, you would be there
good or bad times we would share
 
when i was hurting, you were there
i loved you and you always did care
 
you will always be my friend
even though my time came to an end
 
you, i will always love
but now it's from heaven above
 
sandy nobody
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My Friend 2
 
i will walk beside you, i will hold your hand
i will listen and understand
i will hold you, when your heart bleeds
i am here for you, when you need
 
i will help you through, lonely nights
in your darkness, i am your light 
when you are happy, i will be there
good or bad times we will share
 
when you are hurting, i will be there
i loved you and i always will care
you will always be my friend
even though my time has come to an end
 
you, i will always love
but now it's from heaven up above
 
sandy nobody
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My Head And My Heart
 
every day
every night
between my head and my heart
there's a fight
 
my head says to go
my heart says to stay
what should i do
this isn't the way
 
my head says to hate
my heart says never
but i know
i can't go on like this forever
 
my head says forget about you
my heart says no
you are there forever
it'll never let you go
 
my head says you only hurt me
my heart doesn't care
it's been hurt before
by love unshared
 
my head is afraid
my head is a thinker
my heart is broke
my hearts a dreamer
 
my head says be careful
my heart says i try
life without love
i'd rather die
 
sandy nobody
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My Heart Aches For You
 
my heart aches for you
longs for your touch
wants to belong to you
loves you so much
 
my heart is all yours
will love you forever
noone can take your place
no, not ever
 
my heart will wait for you
hoping one day
you will love me back
the same way
 
when my body grows old
my heart is still yours
my love for you
has no cure
 
when my body dies
my love for you wont
i'll love you always
even if you don't
 
sandy nobody
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My Hearts Crying Blood
 
my hearts crying blood
it's bleeding inside
so badly hurt
wants to die
 
a broken heart they say
time will heal
but how do they know
how i feel
 
everyone says they have
all been hurt
im sure they have
but im badly burnt
 
the bloody tears
scream and shout
'please end this suffering
take the easy way out'
 
my hearts crying blood
life and love all withdrawn
it's almost empty now
all life from inside will soon be gone
 
sandy nobody
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My Inner Fight
 
I WANT MY DEPRESSION BACK
YOU TOOK IT AWAY
IT WAS MY LIFE
WAS MY NIGHT, MY DAY
 
I WANT IT BACK
I NEED IT NOW
ITS ALL I KNOW
YOU MADE IT GO
 
IT WAS ALL MINE
DO YOU NOT SEE
IT WAS MINE ALONE
IT MADE
 
MAYBE YOU THOUGHT
IT WAS BAD
MAYBE YOU THOUGHT
I SHOULD BE GLAD
 
BUT IT WAS'NT TO ME
IT WAS MY INSPIRATION
WAS MY LIFE
WAS MY DESTINATION
 
IT MADE ME THINK
IT MADE ME FIGHT
MADE ME GET THRU
DARK LONELY NIGHTS
 
SEE IT WAS MY INNER TORMOIL
WAS MY THOUGHTS, MY DEEDS
YOU THINK IT WAS LIKE GRASS
FULL OF WEEDS
 
YOU PICK THE BAD SEEDS FROM
ALL THE GOOD
YOU TAKE THEM AWAY
YOU FEEL AS THOUGH YOU SHOULD
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THAT'S NOT ME
I LEARN FROM MY SAD
MAKES ME FIND GOOD
WHEN THINGS ARE BAD
 
WHEN I DO FEEL DOWN
SAD, LONELY, DEPRESSED
WANTING TO JUST STAY IN BED
NOT GET UP AND DRESSED
 
I LAY THERE AND THINK
I THINK AND I THINK
HOW TO MAKE THINGS BETTER
TURNING GREY TO PINK
 
WHEN I FIGURE THINGS OUT
FIND A NEW WAY
IT GIVES ME A RUSH
LIKE THE START OF A NEW DAY
 
ITS LIKE A BUTTERFLY STRUGGLING
TO GET OUT OF THAT CACOON
WHEN IT GETS FREE
HAPPINESS OVERTAKES ALL DOOM
 
THEN WHEN IT FLYS AWAY
THAT'S ONE FIGHT THAT ITS WON
MAKES YOU STRONGER
FOR THE NEXT ONE
 
sandy nobody
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My Legs Are Closed
 
my ears were deaf
my eyes were blind
my heart was yours
my legs were spread
 
now
 
my ears are closed
my eyes are closed
my heart is closed
and
my legs are closed
to your little cock
 
sandy nobody
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My Party
 
i think i'll have a party
invite everyone i know
we will sit around for hours
noone has to go
 
we will eat and drink
all we want
diets here
i think not
 
we can be pigs
eating anything
in fact maybe eat
everything
 
we can sit and talk
eat, drink, smoke
all we like
till we choke
 
sit and talk
feeling sorry for ourselves
wishing those who wronged us
burn in hell
 
see this isnt just
a party
this will be a
PITY PARTY
 
sandy nobody
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My Shannon
 
for my shannon
my baby
shes only five
but still a lady
 
so full of life
full of love
a gift from God
up above
 
her reddish blond hair
her deep blue eyes
always something new
full of surprises
 
lots of hugs she gives
and kisses too
filled with imagination
and wishes too
 
loves telling stories
never know what she will say
she makes you laugh
finds something new, everyday
 
her love is so innocent
her intentions true
always has a smile
and a i love you
 
sandy nobody
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My Sleeping Nightmare
 
i live with a nightmare
that has no end
cant keep going
no longer pretend
 
feel like im going mad
losing my mind
cant take much more
tired all the time
 
is this all in my head
am i insane
is there a reason
should i place blame
 
did i cause this
what should i do
is there help for me
or a cure too
 
i need rest
but afraid to sleep
the dreams are bad
they make me weep
 
soon after falling asleep
the nightmare begins
my heart pounds faster
my head spins
 
soon im paralyzed
overwhelmed with fear
cant breathe
cant make a tear
 
i fight to try to move
to breathe
i dont want to die
not ready to leave
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i feel myself
drifting away
feeling my life
slipping away
 
if only someone will notice
i cant breathe
i cant move
please dont just leave
 
i cant talk
tell you im dying
outside frozen
inside crying
 
i pray and hope
soon ill awake
if only a noise
i could make
 
sandy nobody
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Never Again
 
never again
will i believe what you say
you blew it for good
this time today
 
you proved again
you i can never trust
you want whores
thats all you lust
 
go to them
tell them your lies
if they make you happy
it wont be a suprise
 
im numb inside now
feeling like im dead
its cause of you
how you act, what you said
 
dont come to me
when they are too busy for you
i wont be here
here your lies wont do
 
you wont get my attention
not anymore
go tell your lies, get pity
from your whore
 
she will never love you
she has someone
not you
to her, you are noone
 
you are her toy
her game
but, you deserve each other
you are the same
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dont come back to me
not ever again
im through with you
this is the end
 
sandy nobody
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Never Mend
 
broken hearts that never mend
love lost forever for a friend
 
trust was broken
cruel words spoken
 
when truth was found
only a silent sound
 
now numbness remains
life will not be the same
 
sandy nobody
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Nightmares
 
can not sleep, can not hide
whats wrong with me inside
 
they come to me in my dreams
this is so real it seems
 
i take a drive
why am i still alive
 
what do they want from me
why cant they let me be
 
am i crazy, am i insane
am i the 1 to blame
 
why must they torment my mind
it is not my time
 
i see them on the wall
come join us, they do call
 
i know they are not real
but their icy touch i do feel
 
for some of them i have shed tears
others i admit, i have my fears
 
i am afraid
they will win 1 day
 
they are inside my head
but they are dead
 
sandy nobody
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No Answer
 
it was a nice spring morning
i was waiting for a call from you
we talked everyday
when i didnt get it, i called you
 
a strange voice, answered your phone
asked who i was
i said'im your sister'
i asked why, the voice said because
 
the voice said i should come quickly
i asked 'why, who are you'
the voice explained
'you need to come soon'
 
so i hurried to your house
there at the door
i met the voice from the phone
right behind him i saw on the floor
 
the house was tore apart
everything was smashed
blood was everywhere
even on your plants
 
the voice tried to explain
i couldnt hear him
i was in like total shock
my head started to spin
 
i walked inside
the voice behind me
talking, asking things
i couldnt hear, only see
 
as we walked through one room
and then another
the voice and i stopped
another voice lifted two covers
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under one i saw
YOU
under the other
YOUR SON
 
PLEASE WAKE UP
BEFORE ITS TOO LATE
 
sandy nobody
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No More, Go Now
 
no more listening
no more talking
im just walking
 
no more you
no more me
its how it has to be
 
no more promises
no more lies
away you can fly
 
no more worries
no more tears
go away, have no fear
 
no more arguing
no more fights
go now, turn off the lights
 
sandy nobody
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No.1 Or No.2 (What Should I Do?)
 
guy number one
hes not bad look to look at
he seems kinda fun
hes nice, doesnt seem a rat
 
hes very rich and secure
he gives me lots of attention
what he wants in life, hes sure
has lots money, wont need a pension
 
guy number two
hes not bad to look at
hes lots of fun too
hes nice, hes more like a cat
 
hes not rich and secure
i like his attention
an easy laidback life, is for sure
but not sure of his intention
 
number one
number two
what should
i do
 
with guy number one
i never go without
with guy number two
he doesnt shout
 
guy number one
we will travel, stay best hotels
guy number two
might end up living in a cheap motel
 
guy number one
owns a big corporation
guy number two
he owns not much, hes a musician
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number one
number two
what should
i do
 
guy number one
i just met
guy number two
has hurt me, most i can forget
 
guy number one
kinda worries me some
 
guy number two
worries me too
 
guy number one
wants me to do stuff
i really dont like
iv done some, but still not enough
 
guy number two
wants me to do stuff
he makes me feel safe
if i dont want to, then its enough
 
number one
number two
what should
i do?
 
who will i choose
this may not seem smart
 
but guy number two
has my heart!
 
sandy nobody
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Not Enough
 
im not good enough
i know i will never be
not good enough for you
nor your family
 
nothing i ever do
will be right
you always get mad
then we fight
 
theres nothing left
for me to say
you made that clear
when you ran away
 
you just disappeared
never said goodbye
when you left
part of me died
 
sandy nobody
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Not Real
 
i want someone to touch
someone to kiss
i want someone to hold
these are things i miss
 
i want someone to love
someone to be there
i want someone to hug
these are things to share
 
i want someone to care
someone in my bed
i want someone in my life
all the things i want, i have said
 
all these things
i want to feel
if found on the internet
then they arent real
 
sandy nobody
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Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep
 
now i lay me down to sleep
i hurt so bad i just weep
i want to drink my fears away
i want to drug my pains today
 
i want to live another day
i want to die again today
i must go on, this i know
living is just dying, but slow
 
so as i lay me down to sleep
memories of you i will keep
memories good and bad i hide inside
where they'll stay even after i have died
 
sandy nobody
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Of Him I Dream
 
i took a trip
to pick up a script
 
as i walked up the isle
thats when i saw him
next to a pile
 
stopping to admire
to fill my desire
 
he did insist
and i couldnt resist
 
he would fill my hunger
i couldnt wait any longer
 
i grabbed him and ran
to the door, fast i can
 
he i craved
he couldnt be saved
 
him i had to eat
right in my front seat
 
ohhhhhhhh
 
(of him i dream) 
 
 
he was my
 
chocolate
 
covered
 
strawberry
 
creme
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santa
 
and i ate him all up!
 
 
 
sorry...about writing this...started as a joke....
 
sandy nobody
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Oh Yes, I'M So Happy!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause i get to hear your lies
i'm so happy
surprise!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you tell lies on me
i'm so happy
see?
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you call me names
i'm so happy
i'v fame!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you break your promises
i'm so happy
i'm joyous!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you gave me some attention
i'm so happy
i'm in heaven!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause i get to be used
i'm so happy
i'm amused!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you spare me a few minutes
i'm so happy
i must be nuts!
 
oh yes, i'm so happy
cause you let me love you
i'm so happy
i'm through with you!
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oh yes, if i was so happy
cause of you
i'll be happier
now without you!
 
sandy nobody
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Old House
 
the old house is empty now
standing all alone
only the memories remain
the people are gone
 
the windows are boarded
the grass grown tall
doors knocked off hinges
holes in the walls
 
standing here looking
thinking way back when
remembering life long past
i start to grin
 
i close my eyes
remembering long ago
back to happy times
i used to know
 
back when we were children
laughter filled the air
back when life seemed easy
we didnt care
 
but those days are long over
we have since grown
we moved away
have families of our own
 
so the old house is empty
stands all alone
only memories are here
the people all gone
 
sandy nobody
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Once
 
once i loved
it made me cry
once i hated
i wanted to die
 
now i sit here
all alone
now i sleep here
all alone
 
once i loved
felt alive
now alone
empty inside
 
once i hated
felt dead
now alone
enough said
 
the love is gone
the hate is too
the pain is gone
so are you
 
sandy nobody
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Once Upon A Time
 
once upon a time
i thought i found love
thought you were a gift
from up heaven above
 
you made me happy
you made feel alive
soon my feelings for you
began to thrive
 
gave you my heart,
body and trust
was only for you
i did lust
 
as time went on
life without you seemed so wrong
but one day we had an arguement
and now you are gone
 
ill wait here forever
for you to return
for in my heart
your love has burned
 
sandy nobody
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One Special Person
 
one special person
is all i need
one special person
just for me
 
one special person
to be a friend
one special person
til the end
 
one special person
who gives not just takes
one special person
who is real not a fake
 
one special person
i can adore
one special person
who doesnt make me a whore
 
one special person
who loves just me
one special person
wants not everyone he sees
 
is there a special person
out there for me
im not sure yet
have to wait and see
 
sandy nobody
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Only Memories Of You
 
im coming back, you did say
keep you safe i would pray
 
i watched you walk out the door
you marching off to fight a war
 
as you turned away, i felt a burn
in my heart i knew you would not return
 
everyday i would sit and wait
watching for you to walk through the gate
 
one day a car pulled up
2 soldiers got out and walked up
 
no spoken words did i hear
my mind was racing with my deepest fear
 
you would never return home
inside my heart i never felt so alone
 
they offered their deepest sympathies
now all ive left of you are distant memories
 
memories of which shall never part
memories living deep inside my heart
 
sandy nobody
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Open Door
 
i opened my door to you
let you come inside
i welcomed you
my arms opened wide
 
i gave you my body
to keep you warm
gave to you my heart
shelter from the storm
 
you were starving
i gave you my plate
you were thirsty
from my cup you drank
 
i gave you my time
you were alone
i gave you my love
then you were gone
 
i gladly gave it all to you
i hope for you only the best
hope you find what you're looking for
hopefully then, your heart can rest
 
sandy nobody
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Open Eyes
 
i opened my eyes
what did i see
 
i saw you
 
i opened my ears
what did i hear
 
your lies
 
i opened my mind
what did i learn
 
not to trust
 
i opened my heart
what did happen
 
you broke it
 
sandy nobody
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Pains
 
pain in  the neck
what the heck
 
pain in the head
not dead
 
pain in the arm
cold not warm
 
pain in the eye
just die
 
pain in the feet
weak
 
pain in the thigh
why
 
pain in the heart
torn apart
 
pain in the butt
say what
 
what does all these pains
have in common?
 
hint: YOU
 
sandy nobody
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Painted Smile
 
you wear that painted smile
upon your pretty face
you hide behind your mask
covering your disgrace
 
you keep your secrets hidden
deep within your mind
your shame is eating your soul
youre running out of time
 
you never show emotions
you cover up your fears
so you wear that painted smile
as you have all of these years
 
your thoughts are in the past
youre afraid to let them go
you need to move on now
leave the darkness of long ago
 
remove that painted smile
upon your pretty face
open up your heart
and a real smile will take its place
 
sandy nobody
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Pieces Of My Heart
 
you held my heart in one hand
you promised to be careful
i saw your knife in the other
thats when i became fearful
 
you smiled that evil grin
upon your sweet face
i tried to grab my heart
get out of that place
 
as you brought that knife
closer to my heart
i saw you killing me
piece by piece, part by part
 
thats when you started cutting it
slowly at first
then stabbing faster and harder
my blood you did thirst
 
you were chopping me into pieces
laughing as you did it
when you were through
you picked up the pieces, bit by bit
 
then you took the pieces
put into your mouth
started chewing hard
spit me out
 
im nothing but pieces
chewed and spit all over the floor
i hear you laughing
as you close the door
 
sandy nobody
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Pills
 
i went to a doctor
he said'you look depressed'
i said'no,
maybe im a little stressed'
 
he gave me some pills
to help me 'feel happy'
after a few days
i no longer felt crappy
 
in fact
i was totally numb
i felt nothing
i mustve looked dumb
 
i walked around
like the living dead
thoughts no longer
inside my head
 
no more feelings
happy, sad nor pain
no more thinking
no more anything
 
the pills did their job
they made me 'well'
now im just a mindless
empty shell
 
now
im like everyone else
no self identity
i am no longer
me
 
 
p.s.i wrote this after a miscarraige and dr gave me antidepressents for a couple
months
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Player Wanna-Be
 
this is so the world will know and see
about this player-wanna-be
 
he plays games with many hearts
sits and laffs as he breaks them apart
 
he uses, lies and cheats
thinks he cant be beat
 
he thinks women are stupid and wont find out
but im telling everyone what hes really about
 
he lives in a fantasy world
has a right to every girl
 
his storys all made up and sad
after what i tell you, you will be glad
 
he may tell you hes in a band
but hes just a silly old man
 
he tells you sick and can no longer work
he's such a lying jerk
 
he will try to get money from you
he sells his body too
 
why anyone would pay him for it
i really dont know, he aint shit
 
he will waste years to get want he wants
plays innocent first, then he taunts
 
hes a drug addicted user
sex department a loser
 
he tries make you feel guilty and bad
does mean things and makes you sad
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when hes saying 'i love you'
hes telling many others the same too
 
when he saying 'i love you'
hes watching another womans cam too
 
he has you naked in his bed
but the camhos are in his head
 
but the camho he watches isnt any good, just dumb
cause after three hours, he still couldnt cum
 
p.s. want his name, address, phone number, picture or yahoo i.d.
just ask me
 
sandy nobody
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Please Tell Me The Truth
 
please tell me the truth
you need not lie
even if it hurts me
i'll not die
 
my feelings might be hurt
my may be heart broken
but not knowing hurts as much
as words that are spoken
 
please tell me the truth
so i'll understand
whats going on with you
what you have planned
 
if you really love me
then tell me so
if you dont love me
i will go
 
will we ever be together
or keep things like this
will we ever touch each other
again or kiss
 
we touch in real
once before
was love for real
or just another score
 
please tell me the truth
is all i ask
a computer screen
is the same as a mask
 
dont hide behind it
cause
we both know we are real
we know how we feel
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but do you like it this way
do you want more
tell me what you want
or close the door
 
sandy nobody
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Prayer For Death
 
burning words scorched inside my head
a flaming sword piercing through my heart
river of blood flowing out my wounds
 from my earthly body soon i shall depart
 
going limp, breathing becomes shallow
body savagely beaten, horribly abused
no tears, lying on the floor, waiting to die
remembering the cruel words you used
 
i lie here dying, thoughts filling my brain
'God above, show your love', with my last breath
'God in heaven show mercy upon my soul
God up high, hear my prayers', my prayer for death
 
sandy nobody
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Prisoner Of Marriage
 
i used to live in this prison
of a so called life
it was full of turmoil, stress
uncertianity and strife
 
the prison of which i lived
was full of fear
emotions were not allowed
no love allowed here
 
the windows had no bars
for others to see
but it did have locks
for which i had no key
 
inside this prison i had stayed
for over twenty years
was just a living nightmare
full of pain and tears
 
the prison i was sentenced to
was of my own fault
i lost my heart to a guy
and got caught
 
i used to live in this prison
of a so called life
i lived there not for doing wrong
only cause i became a WIFE
 
i left that prison of marriage
one day i broke free
it was not a life, it was only death
now that i can see
 
sandy nobody
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Questions
 
where will i be
if they come for me
 
what will you do
if they come for you
 
why do they come
only for some
 
they only take a few
then what do they do
 
will anyone ever care
what they do there
 
who will know
after some go
 
will you be scared
that noone cared
 
is there even hope
how will we cope
 
can they be stopped
is there a different opt
 
do these questions have answers?
 
sandy nobody
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Release Me From My Demons
 
will these demons ever release me
from their tight grip
why must they possess my body
my mind they try to rip
 
what do they want from me
why are they so cruel
what have i done to deserve this
constantly im in a duel
 
release me from my demons
free my soul
cause
destroying me is your goal
 
will these demons ever release me
leave me in serenity
leave my body, my mind
or are they here for all eternity
 
the demons find my weaknesses
play upon my my trust
soon took over
in the game of lust
 
release me from my demons
free my soul
cause
destroying me is your goal
 
the demons slowly took over my body
quietly stole my mind
what was their selfish purpose
i didnt find out in time
 
will the demons ever release me
from their tight grip
when the day comes, my tombstone
says
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R.I.P.
 
sandy nobody
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Releasing My Soul
 
TWS THE NIGHT BEFORE DYING
WHEN ALL THRU THE HOUSE
ALL THE PEOPLE WERE PANICKING
RUNNING LIKE A MOUSE
THE AMBULANCE WAS CALLED
AND THE PASTOR TOO
PEOPLE WERE CRYING
NOT KNOWING WHAT TO DO
THE CHILDREN WERE HUSHED
THEN SENT OUTSIDE
ADULTS DIDNT WANT THEM TO KNOW
SOMEONE HAD DIED
AS I SAT IN MY CHAIR
WATCHING THEM ALL
ONLY THING I COULD DO WAS TO STARE
LISTENING TO THEM TALK
WONDERING WHAT WENT WRONG
WHEN I HEARD THE CHILDREN
WHAT SOUNDED LIKE A SONG
SEE IT WAS ME WHO HAD DIED
NO MORE TORMENTED SOUL
NO MORE DEMONS TO HIDE
I HOPE YOU KNOW
AND UNDERSTAND TO
IT WAS SOMETHING I HAD TO DO
BE HAPPY DONT CRY
FOR ME
I HAVE THE PEACE
THAT IV ALWAYS SEEKED
 
sandy nobody
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Remains
 
walking dead
among the living
coldness inside
not forgiving
 
icy slivers
flow through veins
broken hearts
all that remains
 
full of hate
empty inside
all alone
something died
 
used and abused
couldnt take more
ended it
forevermore
 
sandy nobody
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Roses Are Dead
 
roses are red
violets are blue
roses are dead
so is my love for you
 
roses were fake
violets too
all you did was take
it was all about you
 
roses cried
violets hide
you lied
to me you died
 
dead like the rose
dead like the violet
dead you chose
time to forget
 
sandy nobody
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Rough Night
 
unbearable pain
cant sleep
nothing helps
can only weep
 
wishing for death
wanting to live
pains overhwelming
something has to give
 
trying to hold on
one more day
and then another
must find a way
 
useless pills
down my throat
does nothing
but make me choke
 
pains getting greater
can no longer think
my minds delusional
brains cells shrink
 
looking for a gun
bullet to the head
pain will be gone
if im dead
 
sandy nobody
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Run And Hide
 
run and hide
its what you always do
your good at it
too
 
you be mean
play games
then run away
always the same
 
run and hide
its what you do best
hurt people
all the rest
 
so run and hide
you need to grow up
one day maybe you will
then maybe you will show up
 
sandy nobody
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Same Game, Different Face
 
i thought you were different
but you the same
just like the others
i'm just a game
 
you come to me
with your words so nice
i try not to listen
turn my heart to ice
 
your words get sweeter
making it hard not to hear
so i start to listen
soon i lose all my fear
 
so i start trusting you
giving you all that i can
playing a game
i did'nt plan
 
then you tire of me
like a little boy
i find out
i was just a toy
 
you played with me
when you were done
threw me away
the game you won
 
to another you move onto
leaving me behind
another game to play
a new toy to find
 
you wont always win
these games you play
someone better at them
will come along one day
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then you will know
what its like to lose
how it hurts
to be used
 
it's just the same game
different face
different player
different place
 
sandy nobody
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Save You, Save Me
 
i have to be free
i have to be me
i cant save you
i have save me
 
i must save myself
before nothings left
i cant save you
i must save myself
 
i cant save you
that you must do
i have to save me
you have to save you
 
i want to save you
i wish i could too
but i cant save you
something you have to do
 
you have to be free
i have to be me
you have to be you
you cant save me
 
you must save yourself
before nothings left
you cant save me
please save yourself
 
you cant save me
that i have to do
i have to save me
you have to save you
 
you have to save you
i have to save me
its the only way
we will ever be free
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Say It Now
 
say it now
while there's still time
say it now
please dont whine
 
say it now
please dont wait
say it now
before it's to late
 
say it now
while you can
say it now
you dont need a plan
 
say it now
they need to hear
say it now
have no fear
 
say it now
before you go
say it now
so they know
 
say it now
three little words will do
say it now
I LOVE YOU
 
sandy nobody
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Secret Scars
 
she picks up a small piece of glass
slowly tracing it across her arm
slicing deep into her skin, breaking it
only herself she wants to harm
 
blood flowing dripping onto the floor
alone she sits and she stares
as the blood drips out so does her pain
alone inside, she thinks no one cares
 
the flowing blood, the flowing pain
secret scars shes keeps
hidden scars hidden deep inside
outside she smiles, inside she weeps
 
do you know her, do you care
she hides her secrets, she hides her pain
can you help her, are you there
she hides her scars and she HAS a name
 
sandy nobody
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Seeds
 
in my garden
i planted some seeds
soon after
along came the weeds
 
they crept in slowly
thought they could sneek
thought i wouldnt know
or i was too weak
 
everyday i pulled
the weeds out
they kept coming back
making me shout
 
why do these weeds
want to kill
want to take over
have their own will
 
so i watch over in my garden
protecting my flowers
i must save them
from the weeds powers
 
my life is the garden
my kids are the flowers
the weeds are drugs
a fight i wont cower
 
sandy nobody
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She Loved To Watch Him Play
 
she never missed a practice
never missed a game
sat there watching
yelling his name
 
baseball, soccer, basketball too
she was always there
cheering him on
win or lose she didnt care
 
he was her little boy
he loved to play
she loved to watch him
even far away
 
for 12 years she was
at every game
always watching
yelling his name
 
then 1 day
he asked her not to come
he loved her
he would always be her son
 
he said other parents
never come
and he didnt want to have
the only one
 
he said he was a grown
man now
doesnt want his mom
around now
 
she said
ok
i wont embarrass you
that way
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a few years later
he walks to the mound
looks at the bleachers
he hears a familiar sound
 
then he sees her
watching his game
sitting there patiently
yelling his name
 
he smiles real big
tips his hat
throws the ball
right past the bat
 
after the game
he runs to the stand
looking at his mom
she waves her hand
 
he runs past the fence
around the post
then realizes it was
his moms ghost
 
she never missed a practice
never missed a game
sat there watching
yelling his name
 
sandy nobody
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She Sits Alone
 
she sits by the window
all alone
waiting for her lover
to come
 
she will sit there watching
never to leave
but inside her heart
she grieves
 
she hears a noise coming
down the road
her heart beats faster, loosening
her heavy load
 
she jumps up looking, hoping
its him at last
but the car keeps on going
her house it has passed
 
she sits back down
as tears fall from her eyes
she will sit waiting forever
until she dies
 
she knows in her heart
he will never return
but she will keep on waiting
for his love she yearns
 
she gave her heart
to this man
he took advantage
then he ran
 
sandy nobody
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She Waits
 
every night she waits
waits for her lover
hoping soon her love
he will discover
 
she gave everything to him
she loves him so
so she waits for him
he doesnt know
 
she longs for his love
his touch
if only his heart
she could clutch
 
for him, she will wait
her love is true
to bad
he hasnt a clue
 
maybe he does know
was she he kissed
but now chooses to ignore her
pretends she doesnt exist
 
 
one day
when she dies
then all will hear
his cries
 
he will miss her then
but it will be to late
he will be alone
his own fate
 
sandy nobody
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Shhh!
 
am i sad?
nope
am i mad?
nope
 
am i insane?
maybe
have i a brain?
maybe
 
am i drunk?
shhh
 
do i care?
nope
will i share?
maybe
 
am i drunk?
maybe a little
 
SHHH!
 
sandy nobody
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Shoes
 
so many shoes
which will you choose
 
shoes for walking
shoes for stalking
 
shoes for kicking
shoes that are sickening
 
shoes for stomping
or just romping
 
shoes for play
shoes for a day
 
shoes for love
or all the above
 
no matter what shoes
you pick
behind them you will
stick
 
i want shoes to run away
not look back, no regrets to say
 
sandy nobody
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Shut Up
 
fingers broken
can no longer write
spirit broken
can no longer fight
 
tongue cut out
can no longer speak
eyes are blinded
can no longer seek
 
the mind still works
so pills are given
still alive
but no longer living
 
break the body and spirit
control the mind
soon we all
will be the same kind
 
tell what to think and feel
if you dont agree
they will shut you up
permantly
 
sandy nobody
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Sick Games
 
you take peoples feelings
turn them into a game
you tear them into pieces
having no shame
 
you're mean and cruel
play on peoples insecurities
what motivates you
is your own sick impurities
 
you have an agenda to keep
you want to destroy
you think the worlds about you
people are just a toy
 
you come on all innocent
looking for a heart to snatch
one day
you will meet your match
 
sandy nobody
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Silence
 
heart is racing....chest feels like its going to explode any min..lungs fighting for
air..sweat pouring from pores...calling for help.......only to be met with...
 
SILENCE........
 
find a corner....sit alone in the dark..head between legs..hands over ears..too
tired for tears...mind is so weak...lost all hope...can not go on...calling for
help....only to be met with....
 
SILENCE..........
 
PICK IT UP! ! ! ! ! the voices scream.......PICK IT UP! ! ! ! !
 
go into the closet....close the door.....
 
PICK IT UP! ! ! ! !
 
sitting there...inside the dark...alone.....alone.....alone.....
one last time.........HELP ME PLSSSSS! ! ! ! !
 
no one hears.....no one knows...no one cares....there is only.....
 
SILENCE.......
 
suddenly a loud bang....a burn through the flesh...
its over....no more pain....
 
only......
 
 
SILENCE........
 
sandy nobody
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Snakes
 
the snake
slithers around
sneaky
not a sound
 
creeps upon
his prey
attacks then
runs away
 
he might be
pretty look at
outside hes a snake
inside hes a rat
 
beware of him
he bites
and does it within
his rights
 
the snake
will smother
even kill
his own mother
 
snakes are
full of greed
upon your soul
he will feed
 
the snake is
a self-adoring creature
humility
is not a feature
 
snakes are
everywhere
so
beware
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sandy nobody
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Someone Just Kill Me
 
someone please kill me
i need to die
cant do it myself
iv tried
 
someone just kill me
i dont deserve to live
i have
nothing left to give
 
someone please kill me
take my torment away
i have
nothing left to say
 
someone just kill me
i dont care how
just do it
right now
 
sandy nobody
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Special Place
 
i have a special place
i'm going keep you there
i'll hold you close
and the love we share
 
it will be full of memories
laughter and fun
noone else will ever go there
you are the only one
 
this place might seem small
but really its very big inside
it will be only for you
even after i die
 
this special place of mine
used to be empty and sad
since meeting you
has more love, than it ever had
 
this special place
you cant depart
for you see it is
my heart
 
sandy nobody
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Stolen Words
 
you may steal my words
my poems, my writings
but you cant steal
my thoughts, my feelings
 
if you want my words
read and enjoy
they are my feelings
not a toy
 
you take my writings
change a few words
put your name on it
say its yours
 
if you want my words
to become yours
ill give you my life
and i'll take yours
 
sandy nobody
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Stop Running
 
searching, but can not find
looking, but can not see
listening, but can not hear
just open up your mind
 
talking, but can not speak
hurting, but can not feel
walking, but can not go
just open up youre not weak
 
beginning, wanting a new start
trusting, but keep it inside
loving, but never tell
just open up your heart
 
stop running away
stop hiding
if you love someone
tell them today
 
open up your mind
open up your heart
open up your self
accept love one time
 
sandy nobody
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Story Of Jack And Jill...(Short Story)
 
this is a true story........
 
this is a story about people ill call jack and jill (always have to change the real
names)  let me introduce you to them....then ill tell you their story....
 
jills first....shes about 40..lives in the midwest...married..4 kids...suffers
depression..possibly bipolar...and alcoholic..she lives in poverty..what some call
working poor(she doesnt work..but her husband and a couple of her kids do)
..they have no car...their apt is small and in a bad area...her marriage isnt
good..shes lonely...her husbands emotionally *not there*...basically you might
say her life is rough....
 
jack now...hes 40s...not bad looking...a *widower..multi millionaire...ownes a
large corp* has a teenage girl...from new zealand........for him..life is great....
 
now to the story..........
 
jack and jill met chatting..became friends chatted for yrs....they soon talked
almost nightly...he would call from overseas after the kids were asleep and her
husband was at work......
 
soon they were in *love*........
 
about a yr ago they decided they wanted to be together....jack asked jill to
marry him....he would buy her and her kids a big house...he would move to the
states to live with her....
jack promised jill everything.......
 
jill thought she was in heaven......someone to love her...someone who was there
for her.....and a way out of poverty........
 
jack had her looking for houses for them...
 
he was going to sell off his company...move and they would have plenty of
money forever......and he would start a new company in the states....
 
last monday........
 
jill told her family...she wanted a div...was leaving..her and jack were finally
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going to be together.....
 
her family was devastated........the kids were going to stay with their dad...jill
was moving out...she gave up everything for jack....
 
she found a place for her and jack...jack would pay for it when he got
here.....told her start packing up......
 
jack calls jill on wed..said he was boarding a plane Thurs would be there fri at 1
pm...for her to wait at the gate carrying  1 red rose...so he could find her
easier......
 
fri.......
 
jill gets up...showers gets dressed up pretty..shes so excited...her and jack will
be together finally...after all these yrs....she was happier than she had been in
yrs....
 
about noon jill takes a cab to the airport..stops on the way to buy 1 red rose.......
 
12: 30 fri......
 
the cab pulls up to dropp jill off at the airport....she climbs out..almost forgetting
her rose...the driver hands it to her...shes so nervous...
 
1 pm fri....
 
planes are landing and people walking in and out of the airport....jills standing
right in front..holding the red rose...waiting for jack...
 
1: 30....
 
jills standing in front still...holding the red rose..in both hands....
 
2: 00 pm...
 
jill still standing and waiting.....
 
3: 00....
 
waiting.......
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4: 00......
 
jills standing in front....
 
holding the wilted flower..
 
her hands shaking...
 
tears falling from her eyes....
 
that awful feeling coming over her...
 
at that moment she realized jack was not on the plane and
he would never come.......
 
4: 15 pm....
 
jill slowly walks away...dropping the dead flower on the ground......
 
 
 
 
was not written for sympathy for jill..its written more for anyone who might think
of breaking up their families and giving up everything..over someone from the
internet...someone they dont know...or ever met...jill is not a friend..she has
ruined a lot of lives..and wont seek treatments for her probs..so she goes on with
her selfish ways...ill updat this 1 later...this just happened within last few
days...so not sure what will happen now.....
 
sandy nobody
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Strong Mind, Weak Heart
 
why does the head
never agree
why cant the heart
ever see
 
why does the mind know
deep inside
what the heart chooses
blindly to hide
 
why is the mind
so weak
when the heart starts
to speak
 
why wont the mind
take the lead
even if the heart
starts to plead
 
maybe if the mind took over
grew stronger
then the heart wouldnt hurt
any longer
 
sandy nobody
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Stupid Me
 
stupid me
in you i believed
my heart
you decieved
 
stupid me
for you i cared
i gave
i shared
 
stupid me
in you i had trust
to you
everything was lust
 
stupid me
in love with you i fell
now i hurt so bad
i'll never get well
 
sandy nobody
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Suicide Struggle
 
holding on
trying to make through
just one more day
its all i can do
 
when the day is done
and the darkness comes
will there be light
can i still fight
 
holding on
trying to find a reason
just one more night
and i can go on
 
when the night is done
will i see the morning sun
will i still be here
will i still have fear
 
why must i continue to struggle
just to survive
why must i find reasons
to stay alive
 
sandy nobody
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Tears Of Blood
 
i lie in my bed every night
i cannot sleep
for there is too much pain
i can only weep
 
tears streaming down my face
nothing left good
tears pouring from my eyes
tears of my blood
 
laying in my bed alone
trying to decide
holding a gun
how i want to die
 
should i blow off my ugly face
so noone will ever see
should shoot my brains out
end all thoughts from me
 
should i shoot my heart out
its already dead
you made sure of that
with all that you said
 
sandy nobody
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Tell Me What
 
tell me
what do you see
when you look at me
 
tell me
what do you hear
when i speak
 
tell me
what do you feel
when i touch you
 
tell me
do you miss me
when im not here
 
tell me
what do you really
think of me
 
tell me
do you love me
 
tell me
these things
good or bad
 
sandy nobody
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Thank You For The Great Birthday
 
november fourth
i shall never forget
i drove 14 hours to see you
together that day, we spent
 
it started off so right
i drove a 1000 miles
when i got there
you were all smiles
 
we made love awhile
your phone kept ringing
you didnt answer, then
your beeper started beeping
 
i fell asleep in your arms
2 hours later i awoke
you were on the phone
i heard as you spoke
 
you hung up quickly
then wanted us to go out
as i waited outside for you
i heard you talking and a shout
 
10 minutes later out you came
for a few hours we drove around
got something to eat
as you showed me your town
 
when we drove back to your house
there was a van in the driveway
you told me keep driving past
so i sped away
 
we went down the street
and parked a few
then it hit me
and inside i knew
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for 2 long years
you played with me
led me on
made me believe
 
your phone rang again
you wouldnt answer
you just sat there thinking
told me it was your sister
 
i didnt want to believe
so inside went numb
pretending this wasnt happening
or maybe playing dumb
 
i leaned my head down
inside i was crying
i didnt let on
that my heart was dying
 
we went back to your house
you asked me inside
i just wanted to go home
my eyes i did hide
 
when you kissed me good bye
i knew it would be the last
i never would see you again
you would put me in your past
 
november 4th
i shall never forget that day
cause november 5th
was my birthday
 
as i drove 14 hours home
outside my eyes were crying
inside
my heart was dying
 
driving a 1000 miles home
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with 2 hours sleep
heartbroken
my eyes could only weep
 
thank you for the great birthday
 
sandy nobody
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Thanks
 
i gave you trust, you told me lies
i gave you love, you blinded my eyes
 
i gave you loyalty, you gave me excuses
i gave you honesty, you became abusive
 
i gave you my body, you ate my soul
i gave you the truth, you hid in a hole
 
you disappeared now, you met another lady
only thing left to say is'Thanks for the baby! '
 
sandy nobody
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Thanks!
 
i gave you trust, you told me lies
i gave you love, you blinded my eyes
 
i gave you loyalty, you gave me excuses
i gave you honesty, you became abusive
 
i gave you my body, you ate my soul
i gave you the truth, you hid in a hole
 
you disappeared now, you met another lady
only thing left to say is'Thanks for the baby! '
 
 
was written awhile ago
 
sandy nobody
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The Break-Up Poem
 
this is hard for me
but has to be done
its not to hurt you
saying this is not fun
 
please understand
for you, i really care
i love you
and the time we shared
 
but its over now
time to move on
time to leave the past
a new life has begun
 
we both have reasons
we both know why
lets let things go
before i start to cry
 
this way we can part
maybe one day
we can be just friends
who's to say
 
i will always
keep you in my heart
but circumstances have
torn us apart
 
so this is it
time to go
remember always
i loved you so
 
sandy nobody
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The Bridge
 
alone upon the bridge
staring at the icy water below
alone in my thoughts
as the cold north winds blow
 
the snow is falling
frozen tears run down my face
all alone in this world
no one shall ever take your place
 
as i stand upon the bridge
alone on this cold winter night
my thoughts are of you
wishing i could make things right
 
if only we could change the past
if hearts didnt turn to ice
i looked for you one last time
my heart now, i shall sacrifice
 
as i lie here in the icy cold water
staring at the bridge up above
with my last breath, i say
was only you i shall ever love
 
sandy nobody
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The Broken Child
 
the broken child lives inside her mind
the only light inside her darkness
feelings and emotions deeply hidden
sanity slowly slipping into madness
 
too young to understand her purpose
living a life she can not escape
retreating inside from reality
leaving her physical body that was raped
 
the world inside her mind is perfect
here is where she wishes to stay
feeling love, cared for and safe
free to dream, free to run and play
 
the broken child shall never be free
free from the nightmares of reality
 
sandy nobody
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The Chain On My Heart
 
theres a chain on my heart
it leads to your hand
which you hold securely
pulling at your command
 
you loosen the chain
almost letting go too
yank it back quickly
as it pleases you, you do
 
iv tried many times
to break this chain
but i am to weak
causes  to much pain
 
i do not understand
why you wont unchain my heart
let me go
our ways we part
 
i gave to you my love
all that i had to give
i gave to you my body
with no hidden motive
 
im not want you want
you dont love me
i am nothing to you
nor will ever i be
 
im not good enough
for you, you say
so why hold onto my heart
this way
 
sandy nobody
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The Children Of The Night
 
when the night falls, they come out
many are quiet, never a shout
 
the streets are their life, they have no home
some are scared, all alone
 
they have been, abused badly
some their lives, will end sadly
 
they will do what, they must
a life with no love, no trust
 
they have names, they have faces
they are from all kinds of places
 
no one ever hears their cries
they are blown off as just lies
 
for them, will anyone ever care
for them, will anyone ever be there
 
who do i talk about, who are they
ill tell you, ill just say
 
they are
 
The Children Of The Night
 
sandy nobody
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The Cyber Bullies
 
the cyber bullies
like to hide
you want to know
reasons why
 
cause in real
the games they play
the hurt they make
they cant get away
 
cyber bullies
in real are small
in cyber
they are very tall
 
they hide behind
a computer screen
creating havoc
is their dream
 
in real life
they cannot be mean
so they make nice
they arent what they seem
 
cyber bullies
can be almost anyone
moms and dads
kids out for fun
 
cyber bullies
are every size and shape
doesnt matter
they think they are great
 
on a computer screen
they are wicked
in real life theyll get
their asses kicked
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sandy nobody
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The Demon Won
 
the demon won
the game
i lost
ill not be the same
 
the demon took
everything
i lost
i am nothing
 
the demon destroyed
my spirit
i lost
no one believes it
 
the demon ate
my soul
im lost
in this empty hole
 
sandy nobody
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The Demon...
 
I am the demon..........
your thoughts I control
I eat your mind...........
your spirit I stole........
 
I am the demon.........
your flesh is my feast
I am inside of you.....
I am a beast.............
 
I am a demon...........................
when you live I will toy with you
when I am through..................
I will destroy you.....................
 
I am a demon.....................
I live deep inside your mind
I am the darkness..............
peace you shall not find.......
 
I am your demon..................
you will always belong to me
even in death.......................
I shall never set you free......
 
sandy nobody
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The Doormat
 
the doormat
that you stepped on everyday
wiped your feet
then walked away
 
the doormat
is covered with your dirt
is all wornout
nothing left to hurt
 
the doormat
has been stomped on
to many times
is too tired to go on
 
the doormat
so often you used
cleaned your shoes
kept you amused
 
the doormat
that you threw away
was always there for you
everyday
 
the doormat
you shredded apart
wasnt a doormat
it was my HEART
 
sandy nobody
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The Empty Chair
 
the children walk into the class
the empty chair, they must pass
 
at their desks they all sit down
quiet whispers are the only sound
 
the teachers job is now to explain
totally numb, her emotions drained
 
the children feel somethings wrong
the silence seems forever long
 
her voice is nervous as she speaks
she stands, even though her legs feel weak
 
as she struggles for the words to say
speaking from her heart, is the only way
 
she walks over to the empty chair
tells the children that life isnt always fair
 
as she speaks, tears fall from her eyes
she must now explain why a child dies
 
she tells them to hold their memories dear
their friend is gone now, but not to fear
 
remember their friend who used to sit there
the friend who sat in this empty chair
 
sandy nobody
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The End, My Friend
 
broken hearts
shattered dreams
life is not
what it seems
 
the day is done
the end has come
 
i gave it my all
now the curtain shall fall
 
this is the end
my friend
 
sandy nobody
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The Game Is Over
 
sorry this game i can not play
no not anymore
its no fun, its not right
its not like before
 
at first it was fun
but i made a mistake
i let it become real
now iv a heartache
 
i'm sorry i did all
this to you
how much i wish
the past i could undo
 
somewhere i let it become
like reality
for all this i am
guilty
 
you were here just
to have fun
when you were finished
you were done
 
but i fell for you
i shouldve known better
you were just words on a screen
nothing but letters
 
but then one day
we crossed the line
let it become real
for a short time
 
so now you took your toys
and went home
and i will sit here forever
all alone
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as i sit here alone
my waistline expands
you go on with your life
and all your plans
 
its all ok
not your problem
dont worry
i'll keep mum
 
noone will ever know
not even you
i'll make it thru this
i always do
 
i thought maybe you would
want to know
i started to tell you
then you had to go
 
i ask nothing from you
i know you dont care
just thought you
ought to be aware
 
i understand it all now
now its too late
i played the game
i took the bait
 
i played and lost
i lost everything
turns out i was
just a plaything
 
i learned my lesson
the hard way
so iv nothing left
to say
 
goodbye
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be on your way
hope your happy
have a nice day
 
sandy nobody
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The Game Of Love
 
hearts
broken
words
unspoken
promises
broken
lies
spoken
sex
just a token
 
all in the game of love
 
a shattered
dream
lovers
not what they
seem
 
all in the game of love
 
liars
users
decievers
abusers
players
 
all in the game of love
who wins
you
who loses
me
all in the game of love
 
sandy nobody
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The Giver And The Taker
 
the giver gives, the taker takes
the givers real, the takers fake
 
the giver gets used, the taker uses
the giver finds reason, the taker finds excuses
 
the givers honest, the taker a liar
the givers water, the takers fire
 
the givers hearts warm, the takers hearts cold
the giver gets tired, the taker gets old
 
the giver loses, the taker wins
when the giver starts thinking, the taker spins
 
the giver gets smarter, the takers a fool
the giver was me, the taker is YOU
 
the giver leaves, the taker goes on
looking for his next victim to prey upon
 
sandy nobody
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The Guilt I Must Carry
 
when i was 6 i smoked my first cigarette
when i turned 9, i will not say
my life changed forever
was all downhill from that day
 
when i was 10 i had my first drink 
at 11 helped steal my first car
at 13 got my first probation
14 smoked my first joint,15 my first bar
 
things kept getting worse
as the years kept going by
wasnt going to be long
till i would die
 
but
 
i grew up
wanted to live
so went away
learned not to take but to give
 
but
 
i left 1 hell for another
i got married
it took another 20 years
to break free
now guilt i must carry
 
to all iv done wrong
please forgive me
 
sandy nobody
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The Guy In The Bar
 
he thinks hes smart, the guy in the bar
 he picks up his keys, heads to his car
 
he slips as he stands, falls to the floor
he gets up, fumbles as he opens the door
 
he gets to his car, drops the key
will he get home tonight safely
 
he climbs into his seat, behind the wheel
starts it up, saying to himself'no big deal'
 
he puts the car into gear
driving he has no fear
 
he takes off fast, driving off the curb
he comes to a light, lets out a burp
 
as he pukes down on his chest
still thinking he knows whats best
 
as hes cussing, the light changes red
drinking, is something he will soon dread
 
thinking it's the brake, he hits the gas
he runs the light, he's to going to fast
 
he finally gets home, all safe and sound
climbs out of his car, falls asleep on the ground
 
wakes up in the morn, stinking, sick and weak
swears he wont drink again, then comes next week
 
he thinks hes smart, the guy in the bar
 he picks up his keys, heads to his car
 
he gets to his car, he drops the key
BUT, will he get home tonight safely?
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The Kind Of Love I Want
 
i want the kind of love
the kind i never had
the kind that makes you happy
not sad
 
i want the kind of love
that will last forever
the kind that doesnt die
ever
 
i want the kind of love
that  has a lot of forgiveness
the kind that brings
closeness
 
i want the kind of love
that has a lot of passion
the kind with lots of giving
not rationed
 
i want the kind of love
the kind when you're not there
the kind that makes me think of you
everywhere
 
i want the kind of love
that you give your whole heart too
once you've had this kind
no other kind will do
 
sandy nobody
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The Letter
 
im writing you a letter
telling you what i want to say
going to write you a letter
today
 
iv so much to tell you
so much i want to say
ill put it in a letter
today
 
im writing you a letter
so much i need to say
ill write in my letter to you
today
 
i wrote you a letter
said all i had to say
i wrote the letter for you
today
 
you said
 
you didnt get my letter
i wrote to you today
you didnt get to read
what i had to say
 
too bad
 
so
 
now you will never know
 
sandy nobody
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The Liar
 
sit back let me tell you
about the liar
he thinks hes so hot
hes on fire
 
this liar thinks hes
all that
he isnt nothing but
a lying rat
 
he thinks hes Gods
gift
yeah hes like that
get the drift
 
hes mean and cruel
a real loser
hes just a big fat
lying user
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The Little Girl And The Moon
 
once upon a time there was a little girl.
she liked to sit outside at night and talk to the moon.
everynight she kept the moon company.
one night she noticed the moon seemed tired, so
she climbed upon the roof, to tell the moon a secret.
the old moon smiled, so she reaches up
takes the moon in her hands and puts him in her pocket.
then she climbs down and goes into her house, up the stairs
to her  she takes the moon out and lets lay on
her  hours they talked, told secrets and giggled.
then they heard people asking where the moon was.
outside was so dark, they couldnt find their ways.
the old moon says to the little girl
'maybe you should put me back into the sky,
so the people can find their way home at night'.
the little girl  she picks up the moon,
puts him back into her pocket.
she walks downstairs and goes outside.
it was very dark, but she wasnt afraid,
she had her friend the moon to help
show her the way.
she climbs back upon the roof, takes the moon out
of her pocket. holding him with both hands
she tells the moon'i love you,
we will still talk every night, but you must go back
give people light at nightime'.
she leans over kisses the moon goodnight.
then reaches back and tosses the moon
hard as she could back into the
nightime sky.
then the little girl and the moon hear, all the people
shouting and laughing.
after everything quietened down
the stars who were so happy the moon returned
all gave the moon kisses.
the little girl climbed down
with the moon lighting her way
went inside up to her room
took 1 last peek out
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blowing the moon a big kiss goodnight.
 
sandy nobody
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The Lost Child
 
the lost child
i will never know
the lost child
why did you have to go
 
i will live with this guilt
of losing you
i will live with the guilt
of never knowing you
 
why couldnt i have you
for just 1 day
why couldnt i hold you
before you went away
 
the lost child
i will never know
the lost child
why did you have to go
 
sandy nobody
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The Pain Behind The Words
 
behind the words i write
are things noone sees
my words are my thoughts
feelings, they are of me
 
i put my pain into words
my way of letting it out
without hurting anyone
calmly, no need to shout
 
for years i kept them inside
out of shame, out of fear
kept all my feelings hidden
year after year
 
was never allowed to feel
as a child
to have feelings
meant you were wild
 
then grew up
got married too
still feelings
you couldnt do
 
i decided when
my baby came
i could no longer play
the no-feeling game
 
i loved my kids with all my heart
i told them always
i hugged and held them
showed them, in many ways
 
i didnt want my kids to
have no feelings inside
grow up cold and lonely
empty, dead inside
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after years i finally left
that thing called marriage
was nothing but a cold
empty cage
 
im much happier now
iv still a lot of hidden pain
im letting it out in my words
so i dont go insane
 
the pain behind my words
is real
the pain behind my words
i feel
 
sandy nobody
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The Past, Now And Future
 
the past is what makes me, me
the now is what i choose to be
the future is what i cant see
 
if i live in the past
the now wont last
the future comes fast
 
the past was bad
the now is sad
the future has to be glad
 
the past is over and gone
the now is here, so i go on
the future is soon to come
 
sandy nobody
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The People In My Head
 
the people in my head
they cause me great pains
they argue and fight
its like a cold hard rain
 
the people in my head
they tell me what to think
tell me what to do
my feelings start to sink
 
some are nice
others mean
some are like ice
others scream
 
the people in my head
they really need to go
let me be me
i dont need their show
 
the people in my head
their intentions might be good
i can live my own life
like i should
 
some are good
others bad
some would
others had
 
the people in my head
make me crazy
their arguing gets to me
makes me feel hazy
 
the people in my head
have no real purpose
i really dont need them
i guess
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The Predator
 
he surfs the the rooms
looking for a victim
he has it down
he has a system
 
he can be shy and quiet
outgoing and friendly
once he targets you
he moves very smoothly
 
he gets you to talking
about yourself
he studies every word
keeping to himself
 
he asks lots of questions
want to be your friend
while you are talking
he's sucking you in
 
pulling you into his game
he will talk to you many times
doesnt care how long it takes
cause hurting you, is his pastime
 
he wants to steal from you
your heart, your soul
he has to hurt you to win
cause winning is his goal
 
he will do whatever it takes
waiting days, weeks, even years too
this is his game
he has nothing else to do
 
some will leave
after they get what they want
others keep coming back
just to flaunt
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sometimes it's hard to tell a predator
until its too late
so please be careful who you trust
don't seal your fate
 
sandy nobody
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The Secrets
 
the secrets
locked deep inside
long ago shame
always to hide
 
the promises
never to tell anyone
long ago blame
always alone
 
the guilt
never got caught
long ago blame
always your fault
 
the burden
heavy load
long ago shame
always never told
 
the secrets
you must save
take them
to your grave
 
sandy nobody
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The Sperm Donor
 
the sperm donor
leaves something behind
whenever he is found
he just whines
 
he takes no responsibilty
for his actions
blames the mom
gives him satisfaction
 
people make mistakes
most accept blame
not the sperm donor
he's not the same
 
it's never his fault
'the woman lied,
its all her fault'
he cried
 
part of that is true
but the ones who are hurt
is not the sperm donor
he just had to squirt
 
the sperm donor
sometimes makes threats
he has no conscious
has no regrets
 
in the end
its the child who hurts
cause the sperm donor
just had to squirt
 
sandy nobody
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The Sun, Moon And Stars
 
like the sun and the moon
all the stars in the sky
in this whole big world
are you and i
 
you are my sun
who brings to me light
warms my heart
makes things feel right
 
i am your moon
who brings you serenity
i am here for you
for all eternity
 
the stars are ours
feelings which to to hold
growing, watching
as we get old
 
sandy nobody
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The Theif Of Hearts
 
the theif of hearts
he plays many parts
 
he has a game, he has a plan
to jerk as many women as he can
 
he will steal your heart, mess with your mind
rip you apart, while stealing you blind
 
he may take your money
he will call you honey
 
he want to use you, for all he can get
he will abuse you, then you he will forget
 
his words are sweet and believing
his actions are mean and decieving
 
he will love you, for a day
then off again, on his way
 
sandy nobody
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The Trash Truck Came
 
you ripped out my heart
threw it on the floor to smash
didnt bother to clean your mess
but did throw me in the trash
 
you threw my love away
you wanted someone better
because i wasnt good enough
now you think you found her
 
wait til she rips your heart out
throws you on the floor to smash
throws away your love
and she puts you in the trash
 
then you start to miss me
you will call on me again
but this time while you were gone
the trash truck came
 
sandy nobody
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The Wall
 
brick by brick
i will build this wall
to keep me safe
it shall not fall
 
behind the wall
is where i will hide
forever alone
until i die
 
broken down
a lifeless soul drained
behind my wall
i shall stay chained
 
this is my only choice
to build my wall
to protect my heart
it shall never again fall
 
sandy nobody
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The Word Love
 
THE WORD LOVE
IS NOT JUST A WORD
ITS NOT SOMETHING SAID
JUST TO BE HEARD
 
THE WORD LOVE IS
NOT A GAME
EVERYONES MEANINGS
ARE NOT THE SAME
 
THE WORD LOVE IS
IS VERY STRONG
IT CAN CAUSE PAIN
IF USED WRONG
 
THE WORD LOVE IS
A FEELING TOO
USING IT NEGLECTLY
YOU SHOULDNT DO
 
THE WORD LOVE
SHOULD NOT BE ABUSED
WHEN NO FEELINGS ARE BEHIND IT
IT SHOULDNT BE USED
 
sandy nobody
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The Words I Write
 
the words i say
the words i write
are not ment for hurt
or start a fight
 
these are my feelings
they are from deep inside
writings my release
feelings shouldnt hide
 
i dont want to cause harm
not looking to hurt you
want you to understand me
is all i want to do
 
i like writing words
words are my passion
my feelings, my thoughts
its not just a fashion
 
these words i write
are of me
its how i am
how i will be
 
read my words
if you want to know me
read my words
carefully
 
these words are from
my heart, my soul
if you dont like them
then please just go
 
sandy nobody
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These Words
 
'You are nothing!
never was, never will be! '
these words
you screamed at me
 
'You mean nothing!
never have, never will! '
these words
are in my head still
 
'I never loved you!
How could I? Why would I? '
these words
used to make me cry
 
these words
were all you had to say
they killed my love for you
so now im gone away
 
these words
when i hear your voice
helps me know
i made the right choice
 
these words
set my heart free
so why now
do you look for me?
 
sandy nobody
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They Are Hiding My Words
 
they are hiding my poems
deleting my words
soon my thoughts and voice
will not be heard
 
i thought in America, we had
freedom of speech
but they are hiding my poems
beyond anyones reach
 
why dont they like my words
or what i have to say
so they take my poems
hide them away
 
my poems are my thoughts
they belong to me
my words are my feelings
can they not see
 
they say its the words that i use
my ways of expression
so here i go
heres my confession
 
yes i must admit
and it comes to no suprise
i will never hide
behind some fake disguise
 
my name is sandy
and
i have
a
potty
mouth
(sometimes)
sh*t
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Time
 
it's time
yes it is
it's time
to end this
the night has come
tonight not tomarrow
the night has come
filled with sorrow
it's over
nothing more to say
it's over
this game you play
the day has come
today not tomarrow
the day has come
to end this sorrow
it's time
for the end
it's time
my friend
no more tomarrows
no more sorrows
no more game
no more blame
it's over
no goodbye
it's time
to die
 
sandy nobody
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Time For A New Start
 
we must let go
that which tears us apart
we must move on
time for a new start
 
we must break free
that which holds us back
we must get away
from being under attack
 
we must look forward
to new things in life
we must go on
letting go causes of strife
 
we must be free
to be who we are at last
we must move on
letting go the past
 
sandy nobody
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Time To Go On
 
its time to go on
say our goodbyes
time to stop
telling these lies
 
its time to go on
the game was fun
its over now
and you won
 
its time to go on
get on with your life
time to leave
go to your wife
 
its time to go on
you've cause enough pain
time to go
nothing left to gain
 
its time to go on
nothing more to say
its time now
have a nice day
 
sandy nobody
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To The Loser
 
to the loser
who not just broke my heart
you stomped on it
and shattered it all apart
 
to the loser
the one who played me
you used me
and then you betrayed me
 
to the loser
you keep on telling your lies
getting yourself pity
soon youre going to be surprised
 
to the loser
yes you know who you are
your times coming
keep on running, but youll not get far
 
to the loser
your past is going to haunt you
remember my words
forever they will taunt you
 
to the loser
in the end you will lose
its the life you wanted
its the life you did choose
 
to the loser
goodbye and goodluck
yeah right
i really mean go get F*CKED!
 
sandy nobody
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Tonight I Shall Sleep
 
tonight i will end this pain
for there is nothing left of me
you have taken it all away
left me in the pain filled sea
 
tonight the end shall come
i havent the strength to go on
i havent the will to live
its finally over, soon i will be gone
 
tonight you finally broke me
i am broken, i cant be fixed
the pain is too overwhelming
i couldnt live with all your tricks
 
tonight is the final ending
there shall not be anymore grief
go on with your life
i am gone, so you have your relief
 
tonight you got what you wanted
for now i am in your past
excuse me now, iv something to do
put my head in the oven, turn on the gas
 
tonight
i shall sleep
never again
i shall weep
 
sandy nobody
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Too Late
 
the phone is ringing
what should i do?
answer it?
no, i dont want to talk to you!
 
knocking on my door
what should i do?
open it?
no, i dont want to see you!
 
just go away
please leave me be!
i want to be alone
with my self pity!
 
you couldve loved me
couldve been my friend
you chose not to be
now its the end
 
dont knock on my door!
dont call on my phone!
all i want now
is to be left alone!
 
sandy nobody
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Updates
 
update, update
why does everything have to
update
 
update, update
why so many updates
 
anti-spyware, anti-virus
windows too
all these updates
what can you do
 
just sit back i guess
wait until they're thru
 
sandy nobody
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Waiting
 
sitting all alone
waiting
for  you to call
 
sitting at the door
waiting
for you to knock
 
laying in bed at night
waiting
for you to come
 
going thru each day
waiting
for your love
 
after many years of
waiting
you never called
 
after many years of
waiting
you never knocked
 
after many years of
waiting
you never came
 
after many years of
waiting
you never loved back
 
sandy nobody
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Walking Away
 
if you walk on me
1 day
i will walk away
 
and
 
i wont look back
i will
keep on walking still
 
and
 
when i never return
you will see
that you will miss me
 
but
 
it will be too late
the day
i walk away
 
sandy nobody
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We Are All The Same
 
some are big
others small
some are short
others tall
 
old and young
happy or sad
friends, kids
moms and dads
 
rich or poor
black or white
or any other
smart or not too bright
 
good or bad
alive or dead
anyone i missed
or have all i said
 
in the end
doesnt matter your name
in the end
we are all the same
 
in the end
lies just bones under the skin
in the end
we are dead
waiting a new life to begin
enough said
 
sandy nobody
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We Cant Be Friends
 
i have to close my door
lock it, hide the key
cant let you in anymore
cant you see
 
i gave you my love
my trust
you gave me sex
and lust
 
you used me bad
played my feelings
i need time
time for healing
 
you want to be friends
that i cant do
im sorry
i cant be friends with you
 
i need to move on
i know we cant be together
that you dont love me
but i will still love you forever
 
you dont understand
i have to close my door
lock it, hide the key
cant let you in anymore
oh why cant you see
 
sandy nobody
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Weapon Of Words
 
the most powerful weapon
everyone has in their possession
it's not guns, knives, bombs
it is just words that are spoken
 
words can do a lot of damage
words can cause pain
bring on wars, hurt, death
drive you insane
 
words are very powerful
when use the wrong way
ruin lives, break up families
trust they can betray
 
words are not all bad
its the way they are used
when they cause hurt
words are abused
 
words can be good
they bring on healing
words help to understand
show how you are feeling
 
words can bring happiness
love and forgiveness
feelings of comfort
to all with or without illness
 
we all have this weapon
weapon of words
so please use it wisely
it will be felt, not only heard
 
sandy nobody
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Welcome To Hell
 
welcome to hell
burning souls you smell
does no good to tell
so stay here and dwell
 
sit here till you rot
this is all you got
like it or not
its so damn hot
 
there is no escape
no covers under to drape
your soul is raped
body bound in tape
 
your mind runs loose
find the noose
what do you choose
theres no excuse
 
never first, always last
try to run fast
look at your past
your destiny is now cast
 
so welcome to my hell
your burning soul you smell
does no good to tell
so stay here forever and dwell
 
sandy nobody
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Wh*res
 
attention wh*res
aint nothing but bores
needy
all selfish and greedy
 
cam wh*res
aint nothing but bores
no life
usually some guys wife
 
bar wh*res
nothing but bores
c*nts
never upfront
 
street wh*res
aint nothing but wh*res
unafraid
but at least they get paid
 
different wh*res
all just bores
no self-respect
wh*res, what do you expect
 
 
 
p.s. i was upset at the time i wrote this...about being cheated on...sorry not
meant to offend anyone........well maybe it is..but they know who they are...
 
sandy nobody
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What Are Friends For?
 
'will you still love me? '
'will you always be my friend? '
'will you be wait for me? '
'will you be there in the end? '
 
'will you catch me if i fall? '
'will you listen when i need you? '
'will you talk to me when i call? '
'will you tell me what to do? '
 
'will you? '
 
'i will always love you'
'i will always be your friend'
'i will wait for you'
'i will be there in the end'
 
'i will catch you if you fall'
'i will listen when you need me to'
'i will talk to you, if you call'
'i will tell you what to do'
 
'what else are friends for? '
 
'i will do all of these things
just for you'
'even though you broke
my heart in two'
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What Should We Do?
 
hurting
filled with pain
i say
you're to blame
 
maybe your
right
i dont want to
fight
 
its my fault
i love you
i care
i want you
 
i cant make you love me
i cant make you care
i cant go on like this
its just not fair
 
but
 
you said
 
you love me
that you really do care
you want me
then why arent you here
 
you hurt
filled with pain
its my fault
im to blame
 
you say
your right
you dont
want to fight
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but
 
you cant make me love you
you cant make me care
we cant go on like this
its just not fair
 
so
 
what should we do?
 
sandy nobody
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What Would You Do?
 
what do you do
when told youre dying
go home to bed
and lie there crying
 
who do you tell
your times near the end
keep it inside
or tell your family and friends
 
how do you feel
at first maybe disbelief
after awhile
do you feel relief
 
do you hide your pain
cover your sadness
or go on
faking happiness
 
do you do
all the things that you can
fill your wishes
or just make plans
 
how do you tell
your little girl
you wont see her grow up
youre leaving her world
 
if you knew
tomorrow you might never see
what would you do
if you were me
 
sandy nobody
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Where Did You Go
 
the tears from my eyes
belong to you
you broke my heart
broke it in two
 
why did i love you so
how could i have trusted you
i gave you my heart
and this is what you do
 
you disappeared
never said why
just went away
never said goodbye
 
you told me it was me you loved
was me you wanted to be with
was it all real
or just another myth
 
how can you look in a mirror
and not feel guilt
how you used me
then just split
 
sandy nobody
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Who Am I
 
im the lowest person on earth
i shouldve died at birth
 
im meanest of the meanest
staying away from me is best
 
i can and will ruin your life
cut you like a knife
 
i am your nightmare
even when im not there
 
my words will taunt you
your dreams, i will haunt you
 
i will chew you up, spit you out
i will walk away as you shout
 
im not very nice
my heart is cold as ice
 
i will get to you deep inside
from me, you cannot hide
 
i will torment you
 and theres nothing you can do
 
who am i
 
i
 
am
 
?
 
sandy nobody
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Who Will Be There For You
 
life is passing you by
your getting old
what memories will you
have to hold
 
when your old and tired
lying alone in bed
will you have regrets
of anything unsaid
 
who will comfort you
when your too weak
who will care for you
help you drink or eat
 
who will hold your hand
as you lay there dying
who will care
will anyone be crying
 
will you ever think back
to long ago
you couldve had real love
but instead
you chose a camho
 
will those camhos
be there when times are bad
when you are hurting
will they be sad
 
NO
 
they will be gone away
camming another
while you suffer in pain
oh i give up
why do i even bother
trying to explain
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Who Will It Be?
 
who will it be tonight
who is the lucky one
who shall have the honor
who is the most fun
 
who will it be
will it be ellen, linda, maybe sue
who will it be
who will entertain you
 
who will have your love
just for the night
who gets the honor
standing in the light
 
who gets your attention
who will you play
who will you want
who will you love today
 
so tell me
who will it be
cause i know
it wont be me
 
sandy nobody
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Who Will You Blame?
 
who will you blame
when youre feeling sad
who will you blame
when youre feeling mad
 
who will you blame
when things go wrong
who will you blame
when i am gone
 
who will you blame
for all youre strife
who will you blame
when im not in your life
 
who will you blame
it wont be me
look in your mirror
thats where the blame should be
 
sandy nobody
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Why
 
WHY DO I LET YOU USE ME
WHY DO I LET YOU ABUSE ME
 
WHY DO I BELIEVE WHAT YOU SAY
WHY DID I BELIEVE YOU AGAIN TODAY
 
WHY DO I WANT YOU
I WISH I KNEW
 
WHY DO I LOVE YOU SO
WHEN I KNOW I SHOULD GO
 
WHY DO I LET YOU BREAK MY HEART
WHY DO I LET YOU TEAR ME APART
 
WHY DO I LET YOU HURT ME SO
WHY CANT I LET YOU GO
 
sandy nobody
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Why Am I Alive?
 
Can't write, can't fight
Can't trust, am I dust?
Can't feel, can't heal
Can't live, can't forgive
 
Can't speak, feel so weak
Can't breathe, can't leave
Can't cry, can't lie
Can't love anymore, feel like a wh*re
 
So empty inside, but can not die
Why?
Why am I alive?
 
sandy nobody
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Why Am I Here
 
everyday that i wake up
i wonder why
why am i here
why cant i die
 
what is my purpose
i dont understand
my bodys wasting away
my thoughts i no longer command
 
why do i have such torment
why all this hurt and pain
why am i unlike others
from this i see no gain
 
so i turned to God
and asked him why
why me O Lord
please let me die
 
God said to me
my child have patience
trust in me
i'll give you guidance
 
place your trust in me
i'll always be with you
your faith in me
will always get you through
 
your time here is short
soon i'll bring you home
no more suffering then
you will never be alone
 
but now is not your time
trust in me child
then he blessed me
and smiled
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Why Can'T I Think
 
what was i thinking
or better yet
why wasnt i thinking
i forget
 
why do i do the things
that i do
why cant i at least
think them thru
 
why must i act upon
things first
think about it later
think the worst
 
why am i so impulsive
i wish i knew
why cant i think first
like you
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Why Do People Hurt Others
 
why are people so mean
why do they like to hurt others
i dont understand them
everyones sisters and brothers
 
what is the point of being mean
why cant people get along
everyone has feelings
and wanting to belong
 
mean people are just bullies
pick on the small and the weak
they think it makes them greater
they are nothing but a freak
 
they need to grow up
leave others alone
need to get lives
or just stay home
 
mean people arent cool
they think they are
their behavior
is just bizarre
 
they should be careful
what they do
itll come back to haunt them
the way they treated you
 
sandy nobody
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Why Do We
 
why
do we live
why
do we die
why
do we hurt
why
do we cry
why
are we hungry
why
are we poor
why
are we rich
why
are we sore
why
must we love
why
must we hate
why
must we trust
why
must we accept fate
 
cause
 
we are human
 
sandy nobody
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Why Must You Lie
 
why must you lie to me
is it for my attention
my sympathy
or a addiction
 
do you want me to chase you
so you can blow me off
be mean to me
or piss me off
 
im too tired for this game
we are both too old
this game needs to stop
before one of us explodes
 
sandy nobody
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Will Anyone Care
 
how will i do it
when will i do it
maybe soon
maybe later
 
will i be awake
will i be asleep
will i laugh
will i weep
 
will it be hurt
will i scream
will i be calm
like in a dream
 
will i be upset
will i be mad
will i be happy
or be sad
 
will it be fast
will it be slow
will it be easy
will anyone know
 
but
 
when its over
and im not there
will i be missed
will anyone care
 
sandy nobody
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Will You Die Alone
 
when you are dying
will your conscious be clear
will you remember
that you caused hurt and fear
 
will you be sorry
for what you've done
asked to be forgiven
by everyone
 
will you die alone
wondering why no ones there
to hold your hand
why no one will care
 
when you are dead
how will people remember you
i'll tell you
you will be remembered for what you do
 
sandy nobody
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Will You Remember Me
 
will you remember me
when im gone
will you ever think of me
when you are alone
 
will you remember me
on a dark rainy night
will you remember our laughs
and our silly fights
 
will you remember me
in the early morn
will you ever think of me
and our time forlorn
 
will you remember me
as me
not as someone
i couldnt be
 
will you remember me
when im not there
will you ever miss me
or do you really care
 
sandy nobody
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Wish Me Dead
 
no love to give
no will to live
 
words you say
push me away
 
no place to belong
cant go on
 
dreams shattered
words dont matter
 
heart's broken
by words spoken
 
wish me dead
words you said
 
sandy nobody
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Words From A Parent
 
'no one will ever want you
no one will ever care
no one will ever love you
no one will be there
 
no will ever like you
you will never be good enough
no one will ever need you
you will never be tough
 
you are way too ugly
you are way to fat
you are way too stupid
and thats a fact
 
you will always be nothing
you will never be right
you will always be in the dark
you never see the light
 
you are a waste
dont you see? '
 
(kid)
 
'yes, i see now
cause you told me
 
but
 
i dont mind what you say
as long as im NOT like you one day! '
 
sandy nobody
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Words Not Read
 
as i sit and type
my words on a screen
i pour my heart out
on words not seen
 
i put my thoughts out
my feelings too
the whole world sees them
but not you
 
if you want to know
who i am
what i think
you can
 
just read my writings
they come from deep inside
these are my feelings
i'v nothing to hide
 
everything iv wrote
you've never read
maybe one day you will
after i'm dead
 
sandy nobody
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Write The Words Before They Die
 
why do i write
people ask me
ill try to explain
hope they see
 
i write because
it relieves my stress
helps me feel better
when depressed
 
its my way of explaining
of how i feel deep inside
iv the need to let feelings out
not keep them in to hide
 
the words i write are from
deep within my soul
words trying to get out
find their goal
 
'please let us out'
the words do cry
'keep us inside
surely we will die'
 
'we have stayed inside
all these years
its time to come out
have no fears'
 
'write us down
let others know
noones alone
the words will show'
 
'the words can give hope
where none might be
open the eyes of those
who dont see'
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'all people have
feelings deep inside'
the words no longer
want to hide
 
'we must come out
so write us down
so maybe one day
everyone will understand'
 
sooo
 
'please let us out'
the words do cry
'keep us inside
surely we will die'
 
sandy nobody
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Writing For You
 
once upon a time
i wrote for you
now its time
i write about you
 
i wont write
things untrue
i will write
feelings of you
 
i wont write
to hurt you
i wont write
to be cruel
 
i will never write
again for you
i will write
cause thats what i do
 
sandy nobody
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Written In Pain
 
ripped into pieces
blood dripping
trying to walk away
but only tripping
 
tearing at my flesh
stealing my soul
trying to run away
but can not go
 
feelings tossed about
mind is spinning
trying to stop this game
but you are winning
 
so lost, confused
inside empty and numb
trying to get away
i am too dumb
 
sandy nobody
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You And I
 
you and i
can never be
together
i now see
 
you and i
are not the same
no one
is to blame
 
you and i
should part ways
never speak
forget these days
 
you and i
cannot be friends
everything
must come to an end
 
you and i
we must say
goodbye
 
sandy nobody
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You Are Back
 
you are back again
i knew you would
my friends say to ignore you
i know that i should
 
i love you still
my heart never let you go
i want you badly
i missed you so
 
my friends say
you will hurt me again
this is a game
that i cannot win
 
i will always love you
you know that is true
no matter where you are
or what you do
 
sandy nobody
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You Are Gone
 
where did you go
why did you leave
i trusted you
in you i believed
 
i was your puppet
your toy
i was all yours
for you to enjoy
 
i dressed as you liked
i did all for you
wore colors of red
pink, white, black, blue
 
i did anything for you
i gave up a lot
just to be with you
this in return, is what i got
 
for you i was just a fool
a toy
you played with, like a
little boy
 
i never hurt you
or made you cry
or feel so bad
you wanted to die
 
how do you look at yourself
everyday
knowing how you played me
everyway
 
have you no concious
no feelings inside
how do you go on knowing
my heart has died
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i freely gave to you
all i could
i gave you a lot more
than i should
 
my love for you
i dont regret
my time with you
i'll not forget
 
you are gone now
did'nt say why
you did'nt even
tell me goodbye
 
i wish you well
a happy life
even though you live
with another guys wife
 
sandy nobody
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You Bore Me
 
you're boring me
so go away
find another
to play
 
i've no time
for you
and i don't
want too
 
this stupid
game
is so F-ing
lame
 
SO
 
let me be
you bore me
 
sandy nobody
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You Came Knocking
 
you came knocking at my door
i let you come in
you came calling on my phone
i answered it, again and again
 
but then you went away
 
i came knocking at your door
you wouldnt answer
i came calling on your phone
you wouldnt answer
 
so i went away
 
then you came knocking at my door
so i opened it
i let you in
i gave you my heart, again
 
then you went away, again
 
i came knocking at your door
you wouldnt answer
i came calling on your phone
you wouldnt answer
 
so i went away, again
 
so
 
next time
 
you come knocking at my door
i wont answer
you come calling on my phone
i wont answer
 
cause
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last time i went away
 
at your door
i left my heart
you stomped on it
broke it all apart
 
sandy nobody
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You Cant Blame Me
 
im a bad person
so im told
im fat, ugly
and old
 
im a mean  person too
so was said
im not good
i should be dead
 
im a waste of  time
waste of breath
people like me
deserve only death
 
i was told im selfish
told im crazy
noone wants me
im just lazy
 
i was told noone will
ever care for me
for people like me
love will never be
 
but you know what
i dont care what you say
your opinions are not
important to me today
 
your opinions and you
dont bother me
i dont care what you say
so let me be
 
all i feel you now
is sorrow
cause you will still be
the same tomarrow
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and every day after
for as long as you live
hurt and pain to others
is all you will ever give
 
but you cant use your
words to hurt me anymore
you cant use your fists
to knock me to the floor
 
i hope the best for you
you see
a life full of hate
is not for me
 
i wont hate you or
things you ve done
if i do
that means youve won
 
you took part of my life
killing my spirit was your goal
you got my mind, my body
you didnt get my soul
 
so as you grow old all alone
you will have noone to blame
oh, yes you will
cause you will still be the same
 
sandy nobody
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You Got What You Wanted
 
as i lay here in my coffin
i hear you laughing
you got what you want
but you still taunt
 
laughing and lying
as i laid there dying
now that im gone
you still go on
 
you wanted me dead
thats what you said
you still wont release
you wont let me be dead in peace
 
sandy nobody
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You Killed My Garden
 
you used your tools
to dig up my garden
killed off the weeds
that made the ground harden
 
you planted flowers
made them come alive
soon they were growing
no more struggling to survive
 
soon you noticed
they were growing stronger
you needed to control them
or they wouldn't need you much longer
 
so you started
withholding your love and care
planting your own weeds
you left the flowers dying there
 
then you used your tools
to dig up my garden
killing off all the flowers
why?
why did your heart harden?
 
sandy nobody
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You Never
 
you never read the words
i used to write for you
you never heard the words
i used to say to you
 
you never saw me
even as you looked at me
you never felt my touch
when next you i was laying
 
you never got to know me
even though we talked
you never held my hand
when beside you i walked
 
you never accepted my love
i told you many times over
you never believed in me
and now its all over
 
this is the end
and you will never see
you will never know
the real me
 
sandy nobody
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You Sold Your Soul
 
you sold your soul
for what?
do you even know?
 
with the devil
you made a pack
now you are full of evil
 
what will you do
when he comes
for you?
 
you cannot run
cannot hide
will you then think its fun?
 
you sold your soul
for nothing
you're a fool
 
sandy nobody
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You Threw Me Away
 
i gave you kisses
you gave me wishes
 
i made you first
you made me last
 
i gave you my heart
you ripped it apart
 
i gave you my body
you made me a nobody
 
i gave you my life
you caused me grief
 
i gave everything to you
what did you do
 
you threw me away
again today
 
WHY
 
when i gave you hugs
you just wanted DRUGS
 
WHY
 
did you throw me away
again today
 
sandy nobody
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You Want Me To Go?
 
if you want me to go
just say so
 
i wont bother you
thats the last thing i'd do
 
all you have to say
is 'i'm in your way'
 
you don't have to lie
i'm NOT going to cry
 
this game
is so lame
 
if you don't want to talk to me
it's ok, don't you see
 
so if you want me to go away
i will be on my way
 
sandy nobody
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You Want Revenge
 
you want revenge upon me
for some wrongdoing you percieve
 
in the midst of your small little mind
good to bad is what you did find
 
you took my innocent intentions
made them into yourself afflictions
 
you just want to torment me
your evil intentions now i do see
 
in that small brain driven by a large ego
your paranoia will never let go
 
so you now seek  to persecute
so inside you dont go beserk
 
you turned right into wrong
this has been going on way too long
 
you have many personal issues
so, heres a box of tissues
 
go cry to your new girlfriend
cause this is the end
 
sandy nobody
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Your Loss
 
you dumped me
did you dump your kid too
one day your kid will
want to know about you
 
your child will ask why
why you dont care
why you dont see him
why arent you there
 
you child will want to know
everything about you
maybe come looking for you
then what will you do
 
your child will ask
what has he done
why you dont love him
why did you never come
 
your child will hurt
as long as he lives
wondering why
and what gives
 
you must be very
cold inside
hurting a child
why
 
i can give answers
try make him feel peace
but  his
emptyness will never cease
 
your dumping your child
is mean and cruel
to him, not me
its your loss, you fool
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sandy nobody
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Your Mark In My Heart
 
the angels came
they took you away
said we'd be together
again one day
 
these long rainy days
endless dark nights
wishing you were here
so i could have light
 
you were so small
it doesnt seem right
to let you go
i wanted to fight
 
you never had a chance
to find your place
in this big world
to show your face
 
fill it full of your joys
laughter and sorrows
no what ifs
or tomarrows
 
you did leave just
one small mark
you placed it perfectly
right in my heart
 
i will never forget you
or what you couldve been
someday
we will be together again
 
sandy nobody
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You'Re A Man Whore
 
i am here
you are there
im moving on
cause you dont care
 
i tried
you lied
im moving on
cause your heart died
 
i believed
you decieved
im moving on
now love you wont recieve
 
i gave
you save
im moving on
cause selfish is how you behave
 
i love
you love
im moving on
cause isnt me you love
 
you, i adore
me, you bore
im moving on
cause you're a man whore
 
sandy nobody
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You'Ve Been Replaced
 
yes, it's true
you have been replaced
so hang you head
in shame and disgrace
 
your new replacement
is cute and cuddly
i thought long and hard
not making this decision suddenly
 
he's not like you
his loyalty i don't  question
his love is unconditional
out of guys, he's the best one
 
he is there for me
accepts me for who i am
if i want to be alone
he doesn't give a damn
 
he doesn't yell at me
doesn't call me names
he loves me
without all the games
 
you have been replaced
and that is that
yes i replaced you
by a cat!
 
sandy nobody
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